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Note to Windows 7 ,8  and 10 users:
Whenever you install a new version of VideoReDo , it is strongly recommended you run it once as 

administrator (Right-click shortcut and select “Run as administrator”) before starting VAP6.
Also note the following release note for TV Suite 5, Build 720:

COM: Disabled automatic COM registration. COM will only register at install, from batch, or if 
"/register" on command line.  Frankly, I'm not sure what this means exactly.

NOTE FOR THOSE ALREADY USING VAP FOR TVS5 AND EARLIER VRD VERSIONS:

VAP6 (VideoReDoAutoprocessor6.exe) is a different program that works only with TVSuite 6 
(TVS6).   The older program is called just  “VAP” while the TVS6 version is called “VAP6”. 
TVS6/VAP6 and TVS5/VAP can be installed and coexist with no problems.

For the most part VAP6 looks like, and functions like, VAP but there are significant differences due 
to the changes in TVS6 handling of Output Profiles, including the addition of AdScan profiles. 
Please see item 21 in the “Things to Know” section below for important details.

WHAT IS IT?

A free utility program for users of VideoReDo TV Suite 6 (TVS6).  VAP6 detects video files being 
transferred into a designated monitor folder,and, when transfer completes, it automatically and 
silently runs VideoReDo processes on the files as configured by the operator in the program GUI. 
QuickStream Fix (QSF) and/or Ad Detective scans ("Ad Scans") may be run.  Optionally, input 
files are moved automatically to specified folders after processing is completed,  or deleted. 
Output profiles including  those producing transcoded MPEG4 outputs are supported. ALL 
configuration is via the GUI - NO    MANUALLY PREPARED  CONFIGURATION FILES ARE 
REQUIRED!

You can also select a video file and click a button to launch the "normal" (interactive GUI) version 
of TVS6 with the file loaded. This allows you to set   Ad Detective parameters or just to preview 
the video (or anything else VRD can do).

VAP6 will run a batch file of your creation after processing each video file.

You can configure to produce a project (.vprj) file with automatic (Ad Detective or ComSkip) cuts 
as your output file.  VAP6 remembers this and displays a status of "AWAITING CUTS" for this 
video.   Then if you later review this project in VideoReDo and save it with your modified cuts, 
VAP6 will automatically call VRD to produce the final edited output video with YOUR cuts.  For 
videos that are awaiting cuts the "Run VideoReDo" button will load the project file, ready for you 
to review and modify the cuts.

You have the option of using ComSkip for commercial detection instead of the VideoReDo Ad 
Detective.  Customized ComSkip options and ini files are supported.

Metadata is read from input files (when possible) and inserted into output files (when possible).  It 
can also be searched on theTVDB.com (for TV series shows), or from TMDb for movies, and/or 
parsed from input file names.



Read the "Things to Know" section below and the Change Log at the end of this document for 
more details.
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THE BOILERPLATE:

VideoReDo and TVSuite are trademarks of DRD Systems, Inc.
VAP6 is free and is not an official product of VRD which does not recommend or support it.
The program author may be contacted as dlflannery on the VideoReDo Forums.  Post comments, 
questions or problems on the VAP subforum on that forum.
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PROCESS FLOWS AND FOLDERS:

There are three basic process flows in VAP6, configured by checkboxes Do QSF and Do Ad Scan 
which exist both in default settings and for each selected file:

QSF only:                Input   QSF   Output
AdScan only:           Input  AdScan  Output
QSF and AdScan:    Input  QSF  AdScan  Output



Note that if transcoding per a profile is the only desired process flow, this is accomplished by 
selecting the desired profile and performing a QSF only (Supported in TVSuite 4 only.)

The AdScan process is actually a sequence of two steps:  (1)  Scan for commercial breaks followed 
by (2) Apply cuts to generate the output file .  VAP6 can do the scan using either the VRD 
AdDetective or ComSkip.   Also VAP6 can either auto-cut (i.e., do both steps together) or it can 
pause after the scan step to allow the user to review-and-adjust the cuts in the VRD GUI  prior to 
applying cuts.  These variations are controlled by checkbox settings in the Default Settings.
Note:  The Do Ad Scan check box just determines whether an Ad Scan process (either VRD Ad 
Detective or Comskip) is in the process flow.  (Which program is used is determined by the Use 
Com Skip Ad Scans check box.)

VAP6 does not actually pause if it is scanning but not auto-cutting.  It puts the file into the 
AWAITING CUTS status and continues processing other files.  When convenient, the user can 
stop processing and select each file in the AWAITING CUTS status and click the “Run 
VideoReDo” button to bring up the project file in GUI VRD (to adjust the cuts).  The modified 
project (.vprj) file is then saved (to the same name loaded).  When processing is resumed in VAP6, 
all such files will automatically continue processing (cuts will be applied to generate the final 
output file).

The purposes of the Monitored and Output folders are obvious.  (All inputs are in the monitored 
folder and all final outputs are placed in the Output folder unless a metadata-named output folder 
has been specified.)   The “Temp (QSF)”  folder is used only if the “QSF and AdScan” process flow 
is configured.  For this process flow, all inputs are QSF’ed to an intermediate  file in the Temp 
(QSF) folder.  AdScans are applied to this file.  All files in the Temp (QSF) folder are automatically 
deleted when processing completes.
The “Processed Inputs To” folder is the destination if “Move Processed Inputs” is checked in 
Default Settings.  After all processing using a particular input file is completed, it is moved to this 
folder.

Starting with Ver. 0.63, if the input and output file types are TiVo, the intermediate TempQSF file 
will also be TiVo – necessary to provide a valid output file containing metadata. 

FEATURES:
 
 - Reads metadata from .wtv, .dvr-ms, .mp4, .m4v and .TiVo input files and inserts it into same 
output file types, except .TiVo,  See Item 18 in Things to Know Section for command-line args 
that control metadata features.

-  Can rename output files based on metadata and put them in folders named based on metadata.  A 
user-configured template is used for this.  (Click the Advanced Configuration button and view the 
MetaData-based output file and title renaming section at the top of the MetaData Templates 
tab.  Note the “Help” button.)

-  Performs theTVDB.com searches for metadata for series TV shows.

- Performs TMDb searches for metadata for Movies.
 
- GUI Selection of VRD operations:  Default and individual settings for each video input file.
     Specific files may also be "blocked", so no processing occurs.



-  GUI selection of Output and AdScan profiles.. 

-  GUI selection of whether Ad Scan produces only the project (.vprj) file or
      automatically applies the cuts to produce a final edited output file.

- Can launch independent GUI version of  TVS6 with VAP6-selected video file loaded.

- Totally automatic operation with real-time configuration allowed for most parameters..

- Status of all video files in the transfer folder and all configuration settings,
    are maintained in an XML data file between program runs, automatically updated
    on startup.

- Maintains and displays a log file of processing actions.

- Shows file name, current processing action, and progress bar for VRD processes
     and file moves.

- Many tooltip hints.

- Does not modify Windows Registry.

- Minimizes to system tray.

- If you place a   batch file named VAPpostProcess.bat or VAPpostProcess.cmd in the final 
destination folder VAP6 will run the batch file upon completion of VRD processing.  See Itm 17 in 
the “Things to Know” section for details including the nine arguments that are passed to the post 
process script   No configuration is necessary -- if the batch file is there it will be run.  Whether the 
file is called is configured in the VAP6 GUI.  VAP6 waits until the script completes before doing 
any further VRD processing.  These scripts may be located in the default-configured output folder, 
or in meta-renamed output folders.  The latter location takes precedence.

- Integrated option to use ComSkip for commercial detection.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS:

1.  Windows PC with VideoReDo TVSutie 6 installed and working properly.

2.  Windows .NET framework Ver. 2.0 installed and updated.

3.  Windows Scripting Host.  (Usually present in Windows installations.)

INSTALLATION:

Note:  I would not be surprised if you need administrator privileges for the install.  I haven't tested 
it any other way.

Download the setupVAP6###.exe installer file and run it.  If you are replacing a previous version 
there should be no need to uninstall it, although VAP does provide an uninstall program.  An 



existing ComSkip INI file will not be overwritten or deleted by the installer or the uninstaller (since 
you may have worked hard to customize it).  The same applies to the VideoFileManager.xml file 
that is the file and configuration database for VAP6.

 In Case of Installation Problems:
---------------------------------

For Vista installation and execution problems, try running VAP6 in "Compatibility
Mode" and/or with Admin privileges.  See this link for help:

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/927386

If Comskip crashes at startup you may need to install vcredist_x86.exe from:

http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=32BC1BEE-A3F9-4C13-9C99-
220B62A191EE&displaylang=en

VISTA and Win7 WARNING: Comskip has no valid embedded manifest. Please run comskip 
manually (double click comskip.exe) a first time and and tell vista to always allow it to run.

INITIAL STARTUP AND CONFIGURATION:
----------------------------------
Note: See item 21 in the "Things To Know" section below for instructions for TVS6 profiles.

If you are running Vista or Win7  when you launch VAP6 a windows User Account Dialog may pop 
up asking if you want to allow an unknown program to run.  (Obviously you must accept.).  If your 
logon is not as an administrator you will have to supply Administrator credentials to get past this 
point.

The only configuration items VAP6 absolutely needs are the Monitor, Temp (QSF) folder and the 
Output folder. The Processed-inputs-to folder setting is optional, required only if you want VAP6 
to move completed input files out of the monitored folder.  These folders must all be distinct (i.e., 
no two of them can be the same – unless the -otm command line switch is used.  See the change log 
below for Ver. 1.01 for details.).  After the required folders are set, you click the Start Processing 
button and VAP6 does an initial scan of the monitored folder to detect video files, which are then 
listed.  At this point VAP6 monitoring/processing activity has still not started.  Set the default 
processing options and make any per-file processing mods by selecting individual files and using 
the box at upper right.  You may prevent processing of a file by checking "Block Processing".

Note:  Using network drives or folders, or slow USB drives, for the above VAP6 folders can 
sometimes cause problems.  The recommended work-around for moving completed input files or 
for output files is to use local folders and do the moves in a vapPostProcess.cmd script file.  See 
item 17 in the “Things to Know” section below.  It sometimes helps to map network drives to drive 
letters.

Now click the Start Processing button again and monitoring/processing will start.  Any VideoReDo 
operations you have configured will begin and completed files will be deleted or moved if so 
configured.  Only one VRD operation is run at a time, and all operations for a particular video, 



including any VAPpostProcess script, are completed (or brought to the AWAITING CUTS status) 
before going to another one.

You may initiate video file transfers into the monitored folder at any time.  Files being transferred 
are detected and listed with "TRANSFERRING" before their name.  You can make file-specific 
processing changes on transferring files, including blocking them from processing.

The general idea is you set up the default processing that is desired for most or all files then start 
processing, minimize VAP6 and let it quietly and automatically do its work.  However, note that a 
number of bells and whistles have been added to VAP over the years and these are accessed by 
clicking the Advanced Configuration button.  Please note the comments and help buttons on the 
various tabs, then search this document on key words to find additional details that were added in 
the change log.

THINGS TO KNOW (Please read this before reporting any problems!):
-----------------------------------------------------------------

0.  If VAP6 crashes on startup see "In Case of Installation Problems" above.

1.  You may stop processing/monitoring at any time.  However this will abort any VRD process
currently running, thus losing the work already done.  That is the purpose of the 
"Stop After VRD" button that appears only when a VRD process is running.  After this
button is clicked processing/monitoring will stop as soon as the current VRD process
is completed (which could mean several minutes delay).

2.  Processing cannot be stopped while input files are being moved.  If the 
"Stop Processing" button is clicked during file move(s), processing will end as soon
as the file move(s) for the current file are completed. (A message is displayed.)

3.  The per-file processing options for a file currently being processed cannot be changed.

4.  The program won't let you terminate it while processing/monitoring is active.
An appropriate blinking message will remind you to stop processing before ending the program.

5.  The log file is cumulative, is named "VRDAutoProcessLog.txt" and is located
in the VAP6 data folder (%APPDATA%\VAP6).  The log file display in the program GUI mimics 
this log file, unless it gets too large, in which case only events from the current session are
displayed -- but cumulative logging to the file continues.   Whenever a log file reaches 100K size, it 
is renamed with a time/date stamp and a new log file is started.

6.  Default settings "Do QSF" and "Do Ad Scan" are applied to each .input file when it
is first detected.  (They may later be overridden on a per file basis.)

7.  Default settings "Auto Cut After Ad Scans" and "Delete Inputs" may be changed at any time but 
they apply at the moment processing of a particular TiVo file starts.  Per-file overrides of these 
settings are not possible.

8.  Destination folder settings may only be changed when VAP6 is not in processing mode.  It is 
advisable not to change folder settings when you have files in the “AWAITING CUTS” status



9.  You can force re-processing of a file labeled "COMPLETED" in the status box by clicking the 
"Reset" button.  Processing options will be set to defaults, the file status will revert to “NEW”, and 
the file will be set to "Blocked" so you can modify the processing settings as desired before you 
restart VAP6 processing.

Note that if you have configured a destination folder for input files (“Processed inputs to”), the file 
will no longer be listed in VAP6 after it has been fully processed (because it has been moved out of 
the monitored transfer folder).  In this case, if you manually copy/move the file back into the 
transfer folder, processing may re-start instantly with undesired settings.  If this happens, click the 
"Stop Processing" button to abort the undesired VRD processing, make your desired settings and 
restart processing.

10.  If the process transferring files into the monitored folder has pauses longer than 15 seconds, the 
incomplete file may be detected as a newly transferred input file by VAP6.  This could result in 
VRD errors when processing is attempted on an incomplete file.  VAP6 reacts to VRD errors by 
aborting the VRD process and marking the file as "Blocked".  You need to figure out whether to 
delete the partial file or whether it can continue transferring.

11.  Filenaming conventions:  If the input video file name is <rootname>.<ext>, then all associated 
files generated by VAP6 (and ComSkip if used) will have the same rootname, unless the output file 
name is renamed per metadata template.

12.  While VAP6 is processing/monitoring you can change the settings on any selected file except 
the file currently being processed.  This includes files being transferred into the monitored folder. 
Use the "Block Processing" check box if you want to control when or whether a file will be 
processed.

13.  Interactive (normal GUI version) VideoReDo may only be launched when VAP6 is not 
processing/monitoring, and cannot be launched for a file being transferred.  The button is made 
invisible to prevent launching at the wrong time.  While interactive VRD is running you will not be 
able to start processing/monitoring or re-launch interactive VRD.  The VAP6 GUI is still responsive 
otherwise, including that you can shut it down.  The VRD you launched just goes on as usual until 
you shut it down.

17.  Regarding the optional user post-process batch file (VAPpostProcess.cmd):
     a.) VAP6 just starts the batch and waits for it to complete.
     b.) It runs in the final destination folder where it must be located.
     c.) VAP6 has no way to know whether it completed successfully or what it did.
     d.) Thus the user is responsible for making the batch file work and not crash or hang up.  And 
also for not spawning dangling processes that keep on running after the batch file has exited (unless 
you REALLY know what you're doing!).
     e) Arguments passed to the batch file are:

1. Bare file name of output video (may be renamed per metadata template).
2. Bare file name of input video
3. Folder path to output video (may be meta-renamed)
4. Width of input video (e.g., “1920”) if VAP6 determines it, or “NA”
5. Output file extension
6. Output file size
7. OAD Month
8. OAD Day
9. OAD Year



     f.)  Here is a sample batch file that shows how to add the .mpg extension to the first passed file 
name argument and verify the existence of the .mpg file:

         @echo off
         setlocal
         set mpgName="%~1.mpg"
         echo batch file : mpgName is %mpgName%
         if exist %mpgName% echo file exists!
         pause

18.  Command-line arguments (Note not case-sensitive):

   -p<#>  to set VAP6 and ComSkip  (and Handbrake if used in post-process script) process priority. 
VAP6 defaults to running VRD processes at "below normal" priority.  You can adjust this priority 
with a command line argument:  -p<#>  where # is 0,1 2 for low, below-normal or normal priority. 

   -hotStart  If present, VAP6 starts processing on startup without clicking the Start Processing 
button, and minimizes itself (after the usual delay to check for new transferred files).

   -hotStartMax.  Causes same action as -hotStart except the VAP6 form remains maximized.

   -shutdown:##  where ## is the minutes after startup when VAP6 will automatically shutdown -- 
but only after completing whatever video it was processing when the shutdown time was reached. 
This feature is only active if the -hotstart or -hotstartMax CL argument is used. This allows VAP6 
to be started by the Windows scheduler, run for (at least) the specified time then shut down.  Note: 
no spaces allowed anywhere in this argument.

  -nometa Disables writing metadata into output files.

  -metapytivo Enables creation of pyTiVo style metadata text files in output folder.

  -metabtv Enables creation of BeyondTV style XML metadata files in output folder.  If present 
     beside the input video file, an XML file in NextPVR format is read to get uid
     recordingFileName, callSign, startTime, channel_OID, title, subtitle, description, 
    oritinal_air_date, rating, genres, season, and episode elements.  If the corresponding
    elementa also have been obtained from another metadata source, the NextPVR elements
    take precedence.  Also enables reading metadata from MediaPortal XML files beside input.

  -forceWtv For TVS4 only, invokes special process flows for WTV inputs.  See the change log
      notes  (below)  for  Ver. 0.47.

  -config:#  where # specifies that config/data file VideoFileManager#.xml will be used.

  -maxIdle:## where ## is the number of minutes of idle time (processing but no file to process) 
after which VAP6 will shut iself down.  Only in effect if -hotStart CL arg is also used.  Note, no 
space allowed between colon (':') and number (##).  Number can be any number of digits wide.

  -noTips suppresses ToolTips that appear when mouse hovers over a control.

  -metaCSV causes CSV-formatted metadata files to be output along with processed TV series 
shows (if they have metadata) 



  -keepDisplayOn Forces your display (monitor) never to sleep while VAP is running, ignoring 
sleep settings in Windows. 

    Tip:  To add a CL arg to a shortcut, add it after the program path in the shortcut properties, target 
entry.  Do not add it inside the quotation marks and do put a space between it and what is already 
there.

19.  If a batch file named VAPcleanUp.cmd (or VAPcleanUp.bat) is present in the final destination 
folder when an output file is completed, it will automatically be run by VAP.   If a VAPpostProcess 
file also is used, the cleanup batch is run afterwards, not before.  See item 17 above for an example 
of using the argument.  The two arguments passed to this script are:

1. Bare file name of output video (may be renamed per metadata template).
2. Folder path to output video

20.  ComSkip commercial detection may be substituted for VideoReDo Ad Detective by checking 
"Use ComSkip Ad Scans" in Default Settings.  The "Do Ad Scan" check boxes in “Default 
Settings” and in "Settings For Selected File" determine whether commercial detection (of any type) 
will be done.  Only the “Early Access” version of ComSkip will process WTV files or files 
containing H.264 video..  
ComSkip.exe and a valid ComSkip.ini file must be present in the ComSkip subfolder of the VAP6 
installation folder.  The VAP6 installer places the free versions of these files there although it will 
not uninstall or overwrite an existing ComSkip.ini file, and it will prompt before overwriting the 
Comskip.exe file.. If VAP6 doesn't find the two ComSkip files in the proper location, the "Use 
ComSkip Ad Scans" checkbox will be disabled and greyed out.
If the conditions to use ComSkip are not met, Ad Scans will default to using VideoReDo Ad 
Detective.  VAP6 detects which version (Early Access or free) is installed and tries to use that info 
to deteremine when to revert to VRD Ad Detective.

The ComSkip.ini file can of course be customized as desired.  Users are referred to the ComSkip 
web sites (http://www.comskip.org/ and http://www.kaashoek.com/comskip/) for additional 
ComSkip information.  The ComSkip docs indicate it also works on DVR-MS files,  but in my very 
limited testing it locked up on two different such files, so I have not enabled it for DVR-MS.

And two warnings from the ComSkip docs:
        1.  WARNING: When Comskip crashes at startup you may need to install vcredist_x86.exe 
from
        http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=32BC1BEE-A3F9-4C13-9C99-
220B62A191EE&displaylang=en
        
        2. VISTA WARNING: Comskip has no valid embedded manifest. Please run comskip 
manually
       (double click comskip.exe) a first time and and tell vista to always allow it to run.

Distinct customized sets of comskip command-line options (and thus .ini files) can be specified for 
each instance of VAP6.  See the change log notes (below) for 22 July 2012, Ver. 1.06, for more 
details.

21.  Output and Adscan profiles:

TVS6  profiles can be either output or adscan profiles and the built-in output profiles do not include 
any that will force-recode (e.g., from mpeg2 to h.264) other than a few targeting small format smart 



phone formats.  You can create modified profiles in TVS6 or you can import TVS4 and TVS5 
profiles.  VAP6 is distributed with three customized profiles that will force-recode to H.264 in three 
distinct output containers (MP4, WTV and MKV).  These profiles will show up in the VAP6 output 
profile selector (along with all profiles enabled in TVS6) Their names are prefaced with an asterisk 
('*') to indicate they are defined by VAP and are not found in your TVS6 program.  These “local” 
profiles are defined in an XML file located in the “Profiles” subfolder of your installation run-time 
folder.  A copy of this file is put in your APPDATA folder at VAP6 startup and may be inspected 
(e.g., in a text editor) so you can see the profile details.  You are advised not to mess with the file 
located in the run-time subfolder unless you have advanced skills, A typo in this file will cause 
errors and sometimes attempting to edit a file in the Program Files (x86) folder tree causes 
deceptive problems related to Windows permissions issues, apparently designed to “protect” the 
user.  VAP6 doesn't use the copy in the app data folder so you can do anything you want to it. 

Only enabled profiles appear in the drop-down profile selectors..

Changing profiles while files are being processed could cause problems.  Thus the profile selectors 
and extension box are disabled when VAP6 processing is active.  The profile selectors are 
populated only once when VAP6 is started.  Thus if you edit profiles in TVS6, you should stop and 
restart the VAP6 program.  For example if you deleted a profile in TVS6 and didn't restart VAP6, an 
error would occur when you tried to use the deleted profile, which could still be selected in VAP6.

Using output profiles:

    a.  Select the desired profile in the Output Profile pull down box..
    b.  A default output file extension (e.g., .mpg or .mp4) will automatically be filled into the file 
extension box further to the right.  However you may edit this if you need a different extension 
(e.g., .m4v instead of .mp4).  Whatever is in this box will be assigned to the output file.  You can 
always change it later in Windows Explorer if needed.  If you edit a new extension, be sure to 
include the dot ( '.'.).

Using AdScan Profiles.

Only a default adscan profile is available via the AdScan Profile pull-down selector, until you 
create and enable additional AdScan profiles in the TVS6 program.

22.  Support for Handbrake H.264 encoding and AtomicParsley metadata insertion in 
VAPpostProcess scripts:   See the VAP Change Log comments below for Ver. 0.69, 25 March 2011.

============================
CHANGE LOG FOR VAP (not VAP6)
============================

NOTE:  This changelog for the previous program is included for reference because many details 
common with VAP6 are described in it.  The change log for VAP6 follows this one.

12 February 2010 Ver. 0.30 – First version

17 February 2010  Ver. 0.31
Added:  Added .vro and other valid input file extensions



Fixed:  Monitored input file extensions adjusted per VRD version.  (No mpeg4 for VRD Plus or 
TVS3 )
Fixed:  Could not restart VAP if failed to enter three folders on initial startup, then shut-down.

23 February 2010 Ver. 0.32
Major Change -- Program no longer writes files to runtime folder (in program files) but to 
%ALLUSERSPROFILE%\VAP.  (To see what this is on your pc, open a command window and 
type "echo %ALLUSERSPROFILE%\VAP".  It varies depending on what version of Windows 
you have.)  Files affected are VideoFileManager.xml, VRDAutoProcessLog.txt, stopper.txt, and 
arglog.txt.
If upgrading from a prior version and you want to retain the file status database from the 
previous version you need to copy the VideoFileManager.xml file to the new data directory. 
Recommended procedure:  (1) Start VAP and get the message about needing to set folders etc., 
then  (2) shut it down.  This will create the data folder.  Then (3) delete the new xml file just 
created in the data folder and copy the previous xml file (from the VAP install folder in Program 
Files) to that folder and (4) restart VAP.  This change was made to allow VAP to run in Vista and 
Win 7 without requiring "run as administrator"  elevation (e.g., the UAC prompt).
Changed --  Until now VAP would disable DVR-MS output if not running as administrator. 
Testing on Windows 7 and XP indicates this is no longer necessary.  Thus DVR-MS output is 
now always enabled.   This has not been tested on Vista so could be a problem.  If so, a 
workaround is to set program and/or shortcut properties to force running as administrator.
Changed –- ComSkip commercial detection is now enabled for DVR-MS files.  It still doesn’t 
work for me but it clearly is intended to work with DVR-MS files, so I leave it up to the user to 
try it out. 
Changed – Incorporated file permission handling for the data files located in 
%ALLUSERSPROFILE%\VAP to facilitate different user logons (including users without 
administrator privileges) to use VAP.
Changed – Added code to enable VAP to determine the VideoReDo installation folder and 
which VRD program is installed for users who do not have administrator privileges. 
Fixed –  When running QSF-then-AdScan(or ComSkip) process flow with an output file type 
other than profile or mpeg2, the QSF'ed temp file would be created as the wrong type file (not 
mpeg2) but with a .mpg extension, which caused ComSkip to fail.

26 February 2010  Ver. 0.33
Fixed – “Run VideoReDo” button failed with error message for VRD TVSuite 4 Build 596 or 
later because VRD changed the name of the executable file.
Fixed – If VAP is unable to read the Profiles when running TVS4, a descriptive error message is 
displayed suggesting running VRD once as administrator (rather than just crashing) – this is a 
COM function issue.

26 February 2010 Ver. 0.34
  Major Change –  VAP data files have been moved to user-logon-specific folders defined by

%APPDATA%\VAP  (Type echo %APPDATA%\VAP at a command prompt to see where this is 
for your logon.)  The common location (%ALLUSERSPROFILE%\VAP) was not working out 
on Windows 7 – too many file and folder permissions problems when switching between user 
logons as well as virtual folders being created all over the place.  Now, if you run VAP with a 
different logon for the first time,  you are starting over.  Note that both VideoReDo and 
TivoDesktop follow this same principle.  Each different logon will have to be individually 
configured.  Note that in Windows 7 if you use your administrative powers to copy data files 
(e.g., VideoFileManager.xml) between data folders for different logons, you need to check the 
file permissions of the destination file and ensure it has full control for the logon that owns that 
data folder.  For Windows 7 the data folder (%APPDATA%\VAP) is:



     C:\Users\<User account name>\AppData\Roaming\VAP.  This folder will not exist until 
VAP is run the first time on a user logon

 Also, you should NOT try to share the same VAP folders (Monitor, Temp(QSF), etc) for 
different user logons.  Recommended for Win7:  Place your VAP folders in your <User 
Name>\My Documents folder.    This is sometimes displayed as just <User Name> Documents 
in file browsers, e.g., when using the “Set” buttons.  Make a VAP folder there then create the 
individual folders under that (all of which can be done in the “Set” button folder browsers).  This 
avoids permission complications that can occur if you are running on one account and setting 
folders to ones already created in a different account (with admin privileges).  Folders under the 
My Documents folders automatically have full permissions for their associated user.  In other 
locations – they don't and this can cause VRD outputs to fail because they can't create the output 
file.  (Isn't Win7 fun? It's no wonder many users run as administrators and force programs to 
always Run as administrator.  If you only use one admin logon you don't have to worry about a 
lot of this stuff – I'm trying to make my programs able to  run without UAC elevation and for 
more than one logon, including those without admin privileges.)

3 March 2010 Ver. 0.35
Change:  .wtv added to monitored file types, for TVSuite 4 users only.
Change:  .tp (Beyond TV transport stream) added to monitored file types for all VRD versions.
Change:  If (1)the process flow is QSF-plus-AdScan and (2) the input file is either .wtv or .dvr-
ms, and (3) the output format is DVR-MS, the temporary QSF file will be in DVR-MS format so 
the metadata is preserved through the process.   The default temporary QSF format remains 
.mpg.  Warning:  ComSkip Ad Scans might give problems for DVR-MS files.  YMMV.
Fixed:  “Run VideoReDo” button didn't work for VRD Plus late beta versions due to change of 
VRD executable file name.

3 March 2010 Ver. 0.36
Fixed:  Was not monitoring any TVSuite 4-only file extensions (such as .wtv).

12 March 2010 Ver. 0.37
Fixed:  Could have unnecessary refreshes (scrolling) of file list during file transfers.
Fixed:  Status displayed incorrectly for completed files for a few configuration choices.

5 April 2010 Ver. 0.38
Added:  Automatic application of  dimension filters during QSF based on configuration file 
“VRDDimensionFilters.txt” located in the user's VAP data  folder (%APPDATA%\VAP).  Each 
line in this text file must contain three items, formatted as follows:
<match string> :: <filter width> :: <filter height>
Examples:
Tonight Show :: 1920 :: 1080
WDTNDT :: 1280 :: 720

If the video name contains the match string, the corresponding dimensions will be applied.

Syntax rules:
• Matches are NOT case sensitive.
• The double-colon delimiters “::” MUST be used to separate the three items.
• Quotes are not needed, and should not be used, on the match string (unless they are part of 
the string).



• Spaces before or after each item are ignored.  (The spaces on each side of the double-colon 
delimiters in the examples are just for a neat look.)
• If a line is improperly formatted it is ignored.  The VAP log gives messages indicating 
whether a filter was used during QSF of a file, and the dimensions used.

If the dimensions file doesn't exist filtering is not done but operation is otherwise normal.

12 April 2010 Ver. 0.39
Changed: ComSkip process priority is set same as VideoReDo, defaults to Below-normal.  Can 
be adjusted with Command-line parameter to (Low, Below-normal, or Normal), see #18 in 
“THINGS TO KNOW” section above.

30 April 2010 Ver. 0.40
Added:  Files in the input (monitor) folder will be ignored by VAP if their names contain 
matching strings (keys) specified in (optional) configuration file FileIgnoreKeys.txt located in 
the VAP data folder (%APPDATA%\VAP).   Each line of this file contains one match key, which 
is case-insensitive.   Double quotes (“) should NOT be included in the key strings.  The file is 
read at program start up and each time processing is started with the Start Processing button. 
(Thus VAP does not have to be shut down completely to modify the file.).  The log records the 
number of keys found each time the file is read.
Changed:  The time stamp logic used to decide when to resume processing of a file that was in 
AWAITING CUTS status has been slightly modified.

23 May 2010 Ver. 0.41
Fixed:  VAP would not detect valid video files with upper-case extensions in monitor folder.

26 May 2010 Ver. 0.42
Fixed:  For TVS4 only, when process flow is QSF → Ad Scan (or Comskip), the output of the 
QSF process now defaults to MPEG2 Program Stream output profile rather than (old) MPEG2 
Program Stream.  Needed to properly process MPEG-4 inputs (e.g., .m2ts) for this flow.  Note 
that VRD processing errors will occur if the “MPEG2 Program Stream” output profile is missing 
or has been renamed.
Fixed:  Improved tooltips and clarified VAP-ReadMe.pdf regarding Do Ad Scan and Use 
ComSkip Ad Scans check boxes.

13 July 2010 Ver. 0.43
Enhanced:  Faster input file moves when source and destination drives are the same.

17 July 2010 Ver. 0.44
Enhanced: Faster file moves (also) when source and destination drives are not the same. 
Moves are essentially as fast as if done in Windows Explorer.  The price for this is the progress 
bar is now “Marquee” style, i.e., just indicates activity but not percent completion.  These moves 
can be 4X faster per my testing, however.

5 August 2010 Ver. 0.45
Changed:  For TVS4 only, when process flow is QSF → Ad Scan (or Comskip),  if the input 
file is ..wtv or .dvr-ms and the output profile is DVR-MS or WTV, the intermediate (temporary 
QSF'ed) file will be encoded to MPEG2 DVR-MS profile.  This is to preserve metadata through 
the two step process.  Note TVS4 will throw an error if the MPEG2 DVR-MS output profile is 
missing or has been renamed.  Using the Output Profile DVR-MS version (rather than the DVR-
MS version used in VRD Plus or TVS3) allows inputs that are h.264 in a WTV container to be 
processed.



10 August 2010 Ver. 0.46
Added:  Metadata handling for input and output files.
Metadata is read from .wtv, .dvr-ms, .mp4, .m4v, and .TiVo input files.
Metadata is inserted into .wtv, .dvr-ms, .mp4 and .m4v output files.
Right-click on file name displays selected metadata items.
PyTivo and BTV metadata files are written into output directory if -metapytivo and -metabtv 
command-line args are set (respectively).
Metadata insertion may be disabled by -nometa command-line arg.
Added:  Saves current configuration and file processing status if ended due to system shutdown 
or restart, and adds log entry: “Program ended because of system shutdown or restart”. 

20 August 2010, Ver. 0.47
Added:  -forceWtv command-line argument, for TVS4 only.  This provides a work-around for 
two-step processing (QSF, AdScan) of WTV (.wtv) input files in the case where WTV is the 
desired output format.  The intermediate temp QSF file in these cases cannot be WTV because 
TVS4 will frequently fail to load a WTV file it has created.   Note that WTV files can contain 
either MPEG2 or H.264 videos, and it is desirable to preserve the same video type throughout 
processing so as to avoid time-consuming transcoding.  Thus VAP must automatically decide 
which video type the input WTV contains and implement the appropriate process flow:

WTV(mpeg2)-->QSF-->DVR-MS-->AdScan-->WTV(mpeg2)
(or)
WTV(h.264)-->QSF-->H264 Transport Stream-->AdScan-->WTV(h.264)-->Insert MetaData

DVR-MS is used for the WTV(mpeg2) case because the metadata will be preserved through the 
process flow by TVS4.  However DVR-MS cannot contain H.264 video so the H264 Transport 
Stream profile is used for the intermediate file in that case.  The metadata is lost in this process 
but is re-inserted by VAP (as well as it can be) as a final processing step.

VAP automatically uses the following Output Profiles, where needed:
H.264 Transport Stream
MPEG2 DVR-MS
MPEG2 WTV
H264 WTV
These profiles must be present and enabled for the -forceWTV operations.  Note that the first 
two are permanent, built into TVS4, but the last two must be downloaded and imported.  They 
are attachments to this post on the VideoReDo forums:
http://www.videoredo.net/msgBoard/showpost.php?p=66636&postcount=1
Perhaps TVS4 builds beyond 600 will have these profiles built in.
Operation without the -forceWTV command-line argument is the same as the previous version.
 

24 August 2010, Ver. 0.48
Added:  Automatic application of QSF filter dimensions read from input file using 
mediaInfo.dll.  Filter dimensions specified in the optional VRDDimensionFilters.txt file take 
precedence over mediaInfo values.  Note that for some files, mediaInfo fails to return video 
dimensions, in which case filtering, if needed, must be specified using the 
VRDDimensionFilters.txt file.  This has happened only on some WTV files in my test suite.

29 August 2010, Ver. 0.49
Fixed:  Title was not making it into BTV metadata and mp4 metadata

http://www.videoredo.net/msgBoard/showpost.php?p=66636&postcount=1


Enhanced:  Added horizontal scroll capability to log file display window – no more weirdly 
broken up lines.
Enhanced:  Added command-line arguments to support running with different xml config/data 
files and automatic program shutdown after a specified idle time:
-config:#  where # specifies that config/data file VideoFileManager#.xml will be used.
-maxIdle:## where ## is the number of minutes of idle time (processing but no file to process) 
after which VAP will shut iself down.  Only in effect if -hotStart CL arg is also used.  Note, no 
space allowed between colon (':') and number (##).  Number can be any number of digits wide.

Now multiple configurations of VAP (e.g., with different monitored folders and different 
processing parameters and flow) can be run automatically in sequence with a simple Windows 
command file (.cmd) such as this:

@echo off
:start
echo starting VAP with config 1
start "VAP" /D<VAP install folder>  /WAIT  <VAP executable path> -hotStart -maxIdle:5   -shutdown:60  -config:1
echo starting VAP with config 2
start "VAP" /D<VAP install folder>  /WAIT  <VAP executable path> -hotStart -maxIdle:5   -shutdown:60  -config:2
goto start

This will run configuration #1 for up to 60 minutes if it is processing files or as little as 5 
minutes if it is idle, then do the same with configuration #2, and then repeat (forever).  I found 
that if I closed the command window, the currently running VAP instance kept running until I 
either shut it down or it shut itself down.  This behavior may vary with Windows version.  If 
VAP is working on a file when the -shutdown time is reached, it completes all processing on that 
file before it shuts down (as it always has).

In my case  <VAP install folder>  is:  "C:\Program Files (x86)\vap\", and <VAP executable 
path>  is:  "C:\Program Files (x86)\vap\videoredoAutoprocessor.exe"  The quotes are needed if 
the path has spaces in it.  A reference for setting up the start commands can be found here:
http://ss64.com/nt/start.html
This reference said that quotes could not be used in the /D argument but I found they not only 
could be used but were necessary.  I suspect details like this may vary with Windows version so 
you may have to experiment.  However I've also tested the above .cmd file on an XP machine 
and behavior seemed identical to my Win7 64bit machine.

You also can set up shortcuts to run VAP with different configurations using the -config:# CL 
arg.  You might want to run from a shortcut for reviewing auto cuts.

2 September 2010, Ver. 0.50
Enhanced:  Multiple configurations of VAP can run simultaneously, using the -config:# CL arg. 
(Until now, VAP would not allow two instances of itself to run.)  Now if you start an additional 
instance, it queries if this is what you want to do (in case you just forgot you were already 
running it).  If you are using -hotStart, the query will not occur (since that would interrupt fully 
automatic operation).
Enhanced:  VAP window title now indicates config# if you started with -config:#.
Enhanced:  Distinct log files (VRDAutoProcessLog#.txt) and file-ignore key files 
(FileIgnoreKeys#.txt) are used for each configuration, where # is the configuration number.  The 
common VRDDimensionFilters.txt file is used for all configurations, although that could be 
changed.  

http://ss64.com/nt/start.html


Note that nothing prevents you from simultaneously running two or more identical VAP 
configurations.  But there are obvious possible complications such as one configuration moving 
or deleting an input file while another configuration is processing it.  At a bare minimum, the 
Temp(QSF) folders for all configurations should be distinct.  Two (or more) simultaneously 
running configurations with the same Monitor and Output folders could be used to provide 
distinct process flows for classes of input files using the distinct File-ignore key capability.  (File 
ignore keys can use file extensions.)
Enhanced:  Output Profile drop-down selector  is disabled (grayed out) if any Output Type 
other than Profile is selected.
Fixed:  Progress bar during VRD operations sometimes jerked to zero.

13 September 2010, Ver. 0.51
Enhanced:  (For TVS4 only), The output profile and file extension to be used may be set for 
particular groups of input files based on match strings contained in a file named 
ProfileMatchList.txt (or ProfileMatchList#.txt if -config:# CL arg is used).  This file must be 
located in the VAP data folder (%APPDATA%\VAP).  Each line must be formatted as follows:

  <match string> :: <Profile Name> :: <output extension>
    Example:

  tonight show :: H.264 Transport Stream :: .ts

Rules:
1. Three entries separated by the “::” delimiters must be present.
2. Spaces are trimmed from each end of each of the three entries.
3. None   of the three entries is case-sensitive.
4. <match-string> can be any part of a file name, including the extension.  (If you use just an 
extension, be sure to include the '.' or you risk matching too many other things.)
5. Do NOT use enclosing quotation marks for any entry unless they actually must be 
embedded in <match string>.
6. The '.' in <output extension> is optional – include it or not as you prefer.

This list is read in and error-checked each time you “Start Processing”.  Any matching 
profile/extension combo is assigned to a particular file the first time a VRD operation is 
performed on it, and sticks for that file until it is “Reset” (with the button so-named).

Improperly formatted lines or non-enabled (or non-existent) Profile Names are caught when the 
file is read in.  A descriptive message dialog box is displayed and processing cannot be started 
until you edit the profile match list file to correct the error.

The displayed Output Profile and Extension are the “Default” values (used if a Profile Match 
List rule doesn't govern a particular file).  They do not change during operation to reflect profile 
matched values.  However log entries and “Current Operation” text inform the profile being 
used for “matched” cases, and you can verify the output extension VRD is using in the balloon 
when you hover the mouse pointer over the VRD icon shown in the system tray.

Profile matching only works if you have selected “Profile” as your Output Type.

Changed:  Version of ComSkip distributed is now 80.032

14 September 2010, Ver. 0.52
Fixed:  Non-profile File Saves after manual user edits had wrong file extension.



Fixed:  Spurious “ok” message in log when starting processing in VRD Plus or TVS3.
Enhanced:  Several minor message improvements.

28 September 2010, Ver. 0.53
Changed:  For compatibility with TVS4 Build 604,  VAP allows only Profile Outputs when 
using TVS4.
Fixed:  Improved progress bar behavior when doing VRD AdScan and auto-cuts.
Fixed:  Small message clean ups.
Enhanced:  Internet search for episode and season numbers.  For series episodes only, VAP 
attempts to look up the season- and episode-numbers on theTVDB.com.  This occurs when the 
file is first detected in the monitor folder.  A log entry is made if the search fails.
Enhanced:  For series episodes only, MetaData-based output file renaming.   A template string 
defined by the user in file RenameTemplates<config#>.txt in the %APPDATA%\VAP folder is 
used.  This file must contain one line formatted as follows:

outputFileTemplate :  <output file rename template string>

The template string can be almost any desired text with any of the following tags embedded:
{title},  {epTitle}, {epNum}, {seasonNum}, {date}, {dateTime}

The tags are not case sensitive but there should be no spaces inside the {}.
The {date} tag data is formatted like 2010-06-01.   The {dateTime} tag yields the UTC format, 
e.g., 2010-09-13T07:00:00Z.  Here is an example:

outputFileTemplate : {title}_{seasonNum}{epNum}_{epTitle}

Leading and trailing spaces and double-quotes are ignored and certain characters that can't be 
used in file names are replaced by spaces, although double-quotes (“) are replaced by single 
quotes (') and colons are replaced by semi-colons.  If a tag requires missing metadata, an empty 
string is substituted.
Enhanced:  For series episodes only, the title metaData item in MPEG4, WTV and DVR_MS 
output files, and in the pyTivo metadata file,  is changed based on metadata template substitions 
similar to the output file renaming process just described, and using the identical template tags. 
The template is defined in another line in the RenameTemplates<config#>.txt file and 
formatted as follows:

titleTemplate : <title template string>

The RenameTemplates file can contain either, or both, of the outputFile and title renaming 
template lines.  If either line is missing, the corrsponding renaming is not done, and if the file is 
not present, no renaming is done.

30 September 2010, Ver. 0.54
Enhanced:  The four (optional)  text configuration files kept in the %APPDATA%/VAP folder 
(ProfileMatchList<#>.txt,  RenameTemplates<#>.txt, FileIgnoreKeys<#>.txt and 
VRDDimensionFilters.txt)  can now be viewed and edited from the VAP GUI.  A new button, 
“Advanced Configuration”, brings up a separate “Advanced Configuration” form with tabs for 
each of the four files.  VAP processing is not interrupted when you use this form.  The Advanced 
Configuration form may be minimized or shut down, or left running.  VAP will not allow two 
copies of it to be created.  If the form already exists, hitting the “Advanced Configuration” 
button again just un-minimizes it (if you minimized it) and brings it to the front.  It goes away 
when VAP shuts down.



The profile match list tab has a pull-down list of your Output Profiles so you can select a profile 
and hit an insert button to paste the profile name into the text editing window at the cursor 
position..

The renaming template tab has a pull-down list of the metaData template tags and an insert 
button.

There are no changes to the formatting of the four configuration files, and they still may be 
edited manually if desired (or as a work-around  in case of a bug in the GUI feature).

4 October 2010, Ver. 0.55
Enhanced:  Episode title string matching in theTVDB search made more robust – should 
eliminate many previous failures..
Fixed:  Composite episode numbers (season- and episode-number concatenated) should only be 
seen in pyTiVo metadata files now.  All other episode-number strings should be two characters 
with a leading 0, if needed, and all season-number strings should be two characters with a 
leading space, if needed.
Fixed:  Metadata embedded by AtomicParsley in .mp4 or .m4v output files has been modified 
considerably.  For series episodes:

tven (TVEpisode) is the episode name.
tves (TVEpisodeNum) is the episode number.

       tvsn (TVSeasonNum) is the season number.
       tvsh (TVShowName) is the series title.
Please review your results with mediaInfo or AtomicParsley and advise if you see a problem.

12 October 2010, Ver. 0.56
Fixed:  Problem reported by ronr1999 on VRD Forums VAP thread, Post #282: 
When VAP starts the QSF run I get Action: "Quick Stream Fix with transcoding per profile 
"".based on profile match file" (And no QSF file produced.)
Believed due to variable not being initialized/reset properly.
Fixed:  the tvsh metadata item inserted in .mp4/.m4v output files had formatting problems in 
some cases.

16 October 2010, Ver. 0.57
Fixed:  In .mp4/.m4v output file metadata, if original air date isn't available the –year tag is set 
to the movie year (if available).
Enhanced:  theTVDB metadata search logic slightly improved.  Also, cases where theTVDB 
gives an episode name of the form “<name1>  (a.k.a. <name2>)”,  <name1> and <name2> are 
parsed out and compared to the search key (obtained from the input file metadata) separately.
Fixed:  Temp(QSF) file was (incorrectly) re-named if using VRD Plus or TVS 3 and output file 
renaming, and following with adscan –  adscan process could not load QSF'ed file.
Fixed:  pyTivo metadata files weren't produced for .dvr-ms or .ts outputs.

17 October 2010, Ver. 0.58
Fixed: If shutdown VAP and removed files from monitor folder, removed files still showed in 
the VAP file list upon restart.  Note that VAP doesn't have to be shut down while files are added 
to, or removed from, the monitor folder, just stop processing.
Changed:  The two-character Season-number metadata strings will have a leading '0' rather than 
a space, if the number is greater than 9.



18 October 2010, Ver. 0.59
Enhanced:  More descriptive log messages when theTVDB.com search (for season- and 
episode-numbers)  fails or can't be done, including the series title and episode name that were 
used as search keys.
Enhanced:  The full path name to the input file is provided as the second argument to the 
VAPpostProcess script file.
Enhanced:  Depending on a configuration setting on the (new) “Other”  tab of the Advanced 
Configuration page, the TVDB.com search for Season- and Episode-number is repeated when 
the “Reset” button is clicked for a selected file.  This allows a retry if theTVDB.com was down 
when the file was first detected, at the expense of a few seconds delay.  The search is never 
repeated if the episode- and season-number have already been obtained.

30 October 2010, Ver. 0.60
Fixed:  pyTiVo and BTV metadata files were named incorrectly if periods were included in the 
output file metadata-based rename template string.
Fixed:  Removed dashes in dates produced by metadata-based title renaming tag {date}..
Changed:  The second argument passed to the post-process file (VAPpostProcess.bat or 
VAPpostProcess.cmd) is the bare input file name (i.e., without path or extension).  This may be 
different from the first argument (bare output file name) due to metadata-based output file 
renaming.
Changed:  The mediaInfo DLL is no longer called (to get dimensions for QSF filtering) for 
.TiVo files.  It was hanging up on this file type for at least one user.  QSF filter dimensions can 
still be imposed for these files using the match-string filter dimensions feature in Advanced 
Configuration.
Enhanced:  The “Rename Templates”, “Profile Match Strings” and “Dimension Filters” tabs in 
Advanced Configuration have been reworked so the user doesn't have to remember or insert 
formatting delimiters such as “::”

6 November 2010, Ver. 0.61
Enhanced:  Added String Translations for theTVDB metadata searches, configured on the 
“Other” tab of Advanced Configuration.  If the episode name or series name obtained from your 
input file systematically differ from what theTVDB uses, this facility allows you to set up a 
string-match-then-replace table that translates the name to the form found in theTVDB.
Enhanced:  Metadata can be obtained from (suitably formatted) input file names using 
templates set up on the “Metadata Templates” tab of Advanced Configuration.  This is based on 
regular expression matching and requires that metadata tags be contained  between fixed text 
elements that delimit the text that is matched by the tags.
Changed:  MediaInfo.DLL is not called for .TiVo input files.
Enhanced:  TheTVDB metadata searches are now done using Series Name and Date, if these 
items are available and a search using Series Name and Episode Name cannot be done or fails.
Enhanced:  Description and Air Date metadata items are now taken from theTVDB, and 
episode name if not obtained from input file.
Note:  Metadata is normally fetched when an input file is detected in the monitor folder. 
Changes to parsing templates and translations go into affect the next time VAP processing is 
restarted.   (Thus if you change a Parsing Template or Translation, the change will not affect files 
that have already been detected.)  The order of metadata fetching is:
1) Metadata embedded in the input file (DVR-MS, WTV, TiVo, .mp4 and .m4v only)
2) Metadata parsed from input file name (if appropriate template is defined)
3) Episode Name and Series Name are translated for the TVDB search,( if so configured.)
4) theTVDB metadata search.



11 November 2010, Ver. 0.62
Enhanced:  Processed  TV Series files can be organized in subfolders based on metadata items 
such as title, season and episode, etc.   Metadata-based output folder names may optionally be 
specified by including a path portion in the “Output File/Path Renaming Template” entry on the 
“Metadata Templates” tab of Advanced Configuration.  For example a template for renaming 
only file names might be:

    {title}.S{seasonnum}E{epnum}.{eptitle}-{date}

Metadata-based path creation is invoked by adding the path portion, like this:

    c:\My Encodings\TV Shows\{title}\{title}.S{seasonnum}E{epnum}.{eptitle}-{date}

The folder path template is the portion up to the last backslash ('\').  If the folder path isn't 
included, or the folder can't be created, a message is logged and the configured Output Folder is 
used.  VAP causes the file to be directly written to the desired folder by the VRD process – not 
moved there after processing.
Changed:  VAPPostprocess and VAPcleanUp scripts may be located either in the metadata-
based output folder or in the configured Output Folder.  VAP will run them from either location 
but gives precedence to those it finds in the metadata-based output folder.
Changed:  VAPpostProcess and VAPcleanup scripts are now passed an additional argument, 
which is the folder path of the (possibly metadata-based) output folder.  Here are the arguments:

VAPpostProcess:
10. Bare file name of output video (may be renamed per metadata template).
11. Bare file name of input video
12. Folder path to output video

VAPcleanUp:
1.   Bare file name of output video (may be renamed per metadata template)
2.   Folder path to output video

(“bare” means no path info and no extension.)
Obviously if no metadata-based renaming is applied to either folders or file names, there is a lot 
of redundancy in these arguments, but that's OK – the computer doesn't mind and neither should 
your batch files.   This should not break any current script file that works without meta-
renaming.
Enhanced:  If VAP terminates itself due either to -maxIdle or -shutdown times (while running 
with the -hotStart CL arg), it will launch a script named VAPonShutDown.cmd (or .bat) –  if it 
finds the script in the configured Output Folder.  VAP then terminates immediately (without 
waiting for the script process to complete).  No arguments are sent to the script.  A message 
telling whether the script was launched is logged.  This script is a convenient place to execute 
clean-up operations that apply to many output files that have been processed, e.g., moving them 
to a network drive.

19 November 2010, Ver. 0.63
Changed:  If process is two-step (QSF, then AdScan) and both input and output file formats are 
TiVo, the intermediate (Temp QSF) file will also be TiVo.  This is necessary because VRD can 
only produce a valid TiVo output file if the input file is also TiVo.
Enhanced:  Thumbnails can be embedded in .mp4 and .m4v outputs. 



The thumbnail images must be named  <title>_thumbnail.jpg ( or .png) and must be located in 
the "thumbnails" subfolder (which you create) of the VAP data folder, i.e.:

%APPDATA%\VAP\thumbnails\
<title> is the Series Name for a TV series or the title for other videos, e.g., a movie title.
One caveat -- the following characters are verboten in file (or folder) names:

:  /  \   |  *   ?   <   >  "

VAP sanitizes metadata strings used in folder or file names by replacing ':' with ';',  double-quote 
("} with single quote ('), and the remaining characters with a space character.  The <title> 
portion of your thumbnail file name must be sanitized exactly the same way or the file will not 
be used.   Helpful messages are logged regarding thumbnails.
Fixed:  The VAP data/configuration file, VideoFileManager.xml, is now saved frequently 
instead of only at (normal) program shutdown or system-forced shutdown.  This should preserve 
file processing status much better across abnormal terminations.
Changed:  If a Series Title translation is performed, the translated title becomes the metadata 
title (and will be used in metadata-based file/folder renaming).  Formerly the translated version 
was temporary, used only as a key in theTVDB metadata searches. 

 23 November 2010, Ver. 0.64
Fixed:  BTV metadata XML file sometimes had episode names where it should have had series 
names.
Changed:  If a series title translation is configured and applies to an input file, the translated 
title will be used in metadata.  (Previously translation was only applied to keys used for 
theTVDB searches.
Fixed:  Metadata episode numbers greater than 99 were being truncated to two digits.
Enhanced:  If theTVDB search finds more than one identical series episode name, the metadata 
from the most recent episode is used.  Example:  Three episodes of “The Daily Show” are 
entitled “Harrison Ford”.
Changed:  The “TVEpisode” metadata tag inserted in .mp4/.m4v output files is now in the 
format ssee, where ss is the season# and ee is the episode#.  No leading spaces or zeros are 
included.
Fixed:  The “Description” metadata tag inserted into .mp4/.m4v output files is limited to 255 
characters because that's all iTunes will accept.
Changed:  The “Description” metadata item found in theTVDB searches is used only if that 
item could not be found in the input file, e.g., TiVo descriptions are used if available.

1 December 2010, Ver. 0.65
Fixed:  VAP was determining output file types by parsing Output Profile names – not reliable 
since users can create new Profiles with any name.  VAP now uses the File Type of the profile 
that is returned by VRD COM.
Fixed:  Sequencing error that could occur if match-string-based Output Profile was active.
Enhanced:  AtomicParsley puts Series Name (Title) in the artist and album artist tags.

6 December 2010, Ver. 0.66
Enhanced:  VAP forces VRD into “cut” mode when running Ad Detective, overriding the GUI 
setting.  Note this is only temporary.  The GUI setting is left unchanged.
Enhanced: The “album” tag in .mp4/.m4v metadata is now set to Season #, Episode #.
Changed:  The “Redo theTVDB.com metadata search on file reset” checkbox is now the “Redo 
metadata on file reset” checkbox (Advanced Settings, “Other” tab).   Metadata is regenerated 
just as if the file has been first detected in the monitor folder.



Enhanced:  The file list can be set to display only files not in the COMPLETED status 
(transferring, new or AWAITING CUTS).  This is controlled by a checkbox labeled “Display 
only uncompleted files” on the “Other” tab of Advanced Configuration.

20 December 2010, Ver. 0.67
Changed:  The file display filter, if activated, causes display of only files in process (not 
completed, not blocked).  This is activated by the check box so named in the Other tab of 
Advanced Configuration.
Enhanced:  For TVS4 only, Drax (Google “Drax”) chapter files can be generated for MPEG4 
outputs based on the scene markers detected by VRD Ad Scan.   Instructions:

1.  In Advanced Configuration, "Other" tab, check "Generate MPEG4 Drax chapter files".
2.  Configure only QSF (no AdScan), at least for files you want Drax for.
3.  If the output profile is MPEG4, VAP will run VRD Ad Detective on the output of the QSF 
process, and will parse the .vprj file and generate the Drax chapter (text) file.  The file will be 
located with the QSF'ed output file and will have the same name but with a ".drx" extension. 
If Drax generation succeeds the .vprj file is deleted.  If the VRD ad scan generates no cuts, the 
Drax file will not be created (log messages tell whether it is created).
For any process flow other than QSF-only, or for output file types other than MPEG4,  or if 
you don't check the Drax checkbox in Advanced Config, VAP operation will be the same as 
version 0.66.  Whether "Use ComSkip" is checked makes no difference for the Drax 
generation process – VRD Ad Detective will be used.

3 March 2011, Ver. 0.68
Fixed:  Did not reload last-used profile extension (e.g., .m4v) on start up.

25 March 2011, Ver. 0.69
Enhanced:  To support use of AtomicParsley (AP) in VAPpostProcess scripts, after performing 
H.264 encoding with HandBrake (HB), VAP will generate an AP options text file in the output 
folder named <videoName>.apo .   This is controlled by the “Generate Atomic Parsley Option 
File” checkbox on the “Other” tab of the Advanced Configuration page.  An example post-
process script named VAPpostProcessHBandAP.cmd, which performs HB encoding and runs AP 
with the .apo options, is installed in the VAP installation folder.  To be used the parameters at the 
top must be customized (and it must be renamed VAPpostProcess.cmd and placed in the output 
folder).  This script will run without further modification when placed in either the meta-
renamed output folder, or in the default output folder (if not present in the meta-renamed folder).
Changed:  When  “Generate Drax chapter files” is checked on the “Other” tab of the Advanced 
Configuration page,  the .drx file will be generated for any output file type (provided only QSF 
is configured as the process flow, as before).  The files also can be generated with all VRD 
versions rather than just TVS4 as previous, to support H.264 encoding in postProcess scripts.
Fixed:  VAP could fail at startup when duplicate Output Profile names existed.  This can occur if 
a profile (e.g. WTV H.264) had been added manually and VRD is updated to a version that has 
that profile built in. If duplicates are found, only the first profile encountered is recognized by 
VAP and an appropriate message is logged.  (The manually-installed version should be removed 
using the VRD GUI.)

8 April 2011, Ver. 0.70
Fixed: VRD COM processes were not stopping when Stop button was clicked.
Enhanced:  Option to disable theTVDB.com metadata searches by checking “Do not do
theTVDB searches” on the Options tab of Advanced Configuration.
Enhanced:  If a theTVDB search fails, further searches are disabled for five minutes.



Enhanced: There is a new checkbox, "Stop monitoring if theTVDB is down", located on the 
"Other" tab of Advanced Configuration, which will default to checked the first time you startup 
this version and will be tracked in the XML file thereafter. If this is checked, files that are 
detected when theTVDB is down will remain in the 'TRANSFERRING" status, until the 
connection is restored (and VAP processing is active). Otherwise, detected files will be 
processed with whatever metadata can be obtained without using theTVDB. (In any case, VAP 
retries the connection at 5 minute intervals, if its processing is active and a file remains in the 
TRANSFERRING status.)
Enhanced:  A timeout of 10 secs is used for each of the two connections to theTVDB.com 
involved in each metadata search.  If either timeout occurs the search fails.
Enhanced:  Stall (“hang”) detection and automatic abort for VRD processes.  Detection occurs 
at 2 minute intervals.
Enhanced:  If a postprocess script fails to launch because the script file is not present, no log 
message is generated.
Enhanced:  Added .mkv and .flv as monitored file extensions when running TVS4.
Fixed:  Excessive times for theTVDB searches occurred if the Air Date used as a key was 
“0001-01-01” which seems to occur for some WTV files. 
Fixed:  Numerous small cleanups of tooltips, Advanced Configuration data entry checking, etc.

20 April 2011, Ver. 0.71
Enhanced:  Three different sort orders selectable for monitored file list.
Changed:  Processing order will be based on input file creation time, with oldest file processed 
first. (Does not depend on list display order.)
Enhanced:  Checkbox for displayed file filter moved from Advanced Configuration page to 
main GUI.
Enhanced: If VAP detects a VRD stall, the input file is moved to a sub-folder of the Monitor 
folder:  <monitor folder path>\stalled_files.  If the OS has the file locked (so it can't be moved), 
the file name is appended to a text list file in the same folder named “stalled.txt”, and the file is 
set to “blocked”.
Fixed: Metadata was not being inserted in output MPEG4 files if input files were configured to 
be moved or deleted after processing.
Enhanced:  Now uses threads for file moves and deletes (moving an input file when completed 
or stalled, or deleting the input file when completed). Moves or deletes can fail if either source 
or destination file (if it already exists) are locked, which sometimes happens for mysterious 
reasons. The threaded versions keep retrying the operation for 30 seconds in case the file 
unlocks. File moves, even when successful can take quite a few seconds if the file is large and 
the source or destination folder is on a USB drive or just a different drive partition.
The threaded versions do not block the GUI or VAP processing waiting for them to complete or 
time out.  The start and completion/status of each such operation are logged.
Also, the input file names for any delete or move failures, and stalls, are added to text list files 
created in sub-folders of your monitor folder:
<monitor path>\stalled_files\stalled.txt
<monitor path>\failed_moves\move_fails.txt
<monitor path>\failed_deletes\delete_fails.txt
Changed:  The workaround for the TVS4  bug of not being able to open WTV files that it had 
created has been removed.  This applied to the two-step process flow (QSF then AdScan) when 
both input file and output profile were WTV types, and involved using DVR-MS for the temp-
QSF file type.  (This forced two lengthy transcodes if the input and output types were H.264 in 
the WTV container, since DVR-MS can contain only MPEG2.)  It appears the VRD bug is fixed 
in later versions (e.g., TVS4 build 620a).  If you still encounter WTV files that trigger this VRD 
bug, the “-forceWTV”  command-line workaround added in Ver. 0.47 is still available. 



26 April 2011, Ver. 0.72,
Enhanced:  Active files (not completed, not blocked) are shown in bold on the Monitored Files 
list.
Fixed:  Post-process operations were not occurring after Drax file generation.

8 May 2011, Ver. 0.73
Fixed:  Final output file was not created when process flow was AdScan with ComSkip and 
input file was moved or deleted.
Enhanced:  The default use of dimensions obtained by running MediaInfo for QSF dimension 
filtering can be disabled by a check box on the “Dimension Filters” tab of Advanced 
Configuration.  One user reported MediaInfo was providing incorrect dimensions that caused the 
QSF process to fail.  As always, dimensions entered on that tab with a match-string used against 
input file names take precedence.  If a file isn't subject to a match-string filter, and use of 
MediaInfo dimensions is disabled, no QSF filter will be applied.

30 May 2011, Ver. 0.74
Enhanced:   To avoid overwriting output files with duplicate names,  VAP appends " (##)" to 
the root file name, where ## is 02, 03, etc. up to 99,  after which it overwrites with the original 
name. The modified names carry through in the pyTivo and BTV metadata file names and in the 
file name arguments passed to the VAPpostProcess script also.  One quirk to be aware of: If you 
have names up through 05 for example, and you delete file 03 and run the same process again, it 
will output with the 03 name. (It scans for existing files with sequential numbers and uses the 
first number where there isn't an existing file.)
Enhanced:  Monitors .tsp files.
Changed:   Checkbox, "Stop monitoring if theTVDB is down", located on the "Other" tab of 
Advanced Configuration now defaults to unchecked on new installations.

9 June 2011, Ver. 0.75
Fixed:  Files in TRANSFERRING status were not shown in Monitored Files list when 
alphabetical order was selected.
Enhanced:  A user-configured additional delay between completion of file transfer into the 
monitor folder (defined as when the file size stops increasing) and the file becoming eligible for 
processing to begin may be entered on the “Other” tab of the Advanced Configuration screen. 
Files will continue to be designated as TRANSFERRING during this delay.  The delay will 
default to zero until set by the user, and will be remembered between VAP runs.

26 June 2011, Ver. 0.76
Enhanced: One automatic retry for files that stall in VideoReDo.  The stalled input file is 
moved to the stalled_files subfolder of the monitor folder.  After ten minutes (or more if VAP is 
busy doing other things) the file is moved back to the monitor folder, is re-detected and 
processing is retried.   If the file stalls VRD again, it is moved to the stalled_files subfolder.  Log 
messages tell when the file is being moved back and forth.
Enhanced:  Added default configuration setting for do Post process.   The default setting is 
controlled by the “Run post-processing scripts by default” checkbox on the “Other” tab of the 
Advanced Configuration screen.  It will default to unchecked the first time you start up this 
version.  The default setting (like other default settings) will be applied when files are first 
detected in the monitor folder and when they are reset with the Reset button.  Settings for 
previously detected files are not changed (unless you reset them).
Enhanced:  Added path info to name of VAP configuration file that is logged at startup.
Enhanced:  Added more descriptive log messages upon theTVDB.com connection failure.



Enhanced:  Made file move/delete completion log messages more specific to type of operation.
Fixed:  Ensured an empty string cannot be read from the configuration file for theTVDB.com 
URL (I don't understand how this could have happened – but I and one other user experienced 
it.)

15 July 2011, Ver. 0.77
Enhanced:  Input files deleted by VAP (if so configured) may optionally be sent to the Recycle 
Bin by checking “Send Deleted Input Files to Recycle Bin” on the “Other” tab of Advanced 
Configuration.

2 August 2011, Ver. 0.78
Enhanced:  MediaInfo (used for input file analysis to get dimensions) now is launched as an 
independent process.  If it fails to complete in 10 seconds (e.g., locks up) VAP will continue on, 
just not using the expected MediaInfo results.  VAP will purge the blocked process from the 
Windows task list.
Changed:  MediaInfo is now allowed to run on .tivo files, since the above change should 
prevent VAP lockups due to MediaInfo locking up on some .tivo files.
Enhanced:  The automatic QSF Dimension Filter setting option added to VRD starting with 
TVS4 Build 621c is now supported.  At the bottom of the “Dimension Filters” tab of Advanced 
Settings you may select three choices for automatic dimension setting:  None, VRD Built-in or 
MediaInfo.  Warning:  Selecting VRD Built-in when running a VRD version that does not 
include this feature will result in crashes of QSF processes.  Remember that Dimension Filters 
determined by match-strings (entered on the same tab of Advanced Settings) always take 
precedence over any other filter-dimension setting method.

16 August 2011, Ver. 0.79
Fixed:  When processing multiple input files with QSF-->ComSkip-->AutoCut, about half the 
files would fail to be processed beyond QSF.  (Actually they were incorrectly set to blocked 
status and would finish processing if unblocked.)
Fixed:  If a blank File/Folder renaming template was entered in place of a non-blank one, the 
folder renaming portion of the  template did not get set to blank but remained what it had been. 
This was not apparent to the operator but was apparent in VAP operation.

1 September 2011, Ver. 0.80
Fixed:  Advanced Configuration page allowed Profile match-strings with missing elements (e.g., 
file extension) to be entered and saved, causing an error when VAP processing code tried to read 
them in.

12 September 2011, Ver. 0.81
Fixed:  Title translation (Advanced Configuration, “Other” tab) could create growing titles in 
certain cases when theTVDB.com was down.
Fixed:  theTVDB.com connection errors were not always logged at time of occurrence.

23 September 2011, Ver. 0.82
Changed:  VAP previously used mpeg2 format for the temp(QSF) file in a 2-step (QSF-
AdScan) process, except for TiVo file processing and special WTV process flow using the 
-forceWTV command-line argument.   For an H.264 input video and an H.264 Output Profile, 
this resulted in two time-consuming recodes (and quality loss).   Now the following input file 
extensions will cause VAP to use whatever Output Profile you have selected (either in the GUI 
or via a match-string in Advanced Configuration) for the temp(QSF) file generation:
    ".mp4", ".m2ts", ".mts", ".ts4", ".mkv", ".flv" and ".ts"



Thus if you use an Output Profile that doesn't require recoding, your QSF process should be 
very fast.   All the listed extensions imply MPEG4 video except .ts and .mkv which can also 
contain MPEG2 videos. In any case it is important to use an Output Profile that will not invoke a 
recode for the  input video type if you want a fast QSF (i.e., without a major recoding).
This change affects only TVS4 (H.264) users.
Changed:  ComSkip, if selected for ad scans, will now be attempted on .mp4 file types, in 
addition to .mpg, .dvr-ms, and .ts types already handled.  Note that only the non-free “donor” 
version of ComSkip will process .mp4 files, so it will fail if you try this with the free version. 
Note also that .ts files can contain H.264 video and the free version will fail on those too.
Enhanced:  A generic VAPpostProcess.cmd file named VAPpostProcessHBandAP.cmd is 
distributed in the installation folder.  It is for Handbrake H.264 encoding and for inserting 
metadata using Atomic Parsley (also distributed).  As always, it must be renamed to just 
VAPpostProcess.cmd and placed in the output folder (or meta-renamed output folder).  There are 
comments and instructions in the file itself to help you customize it for your HB process and 
file locations –  it will not run without you editing this stuff in.  The AtomicParsley metadata 
insertion requires a .apo file which you must configure VAP to generate (Advanced 
Configuration, “Other” tab), or you can comment out that part of the script.

7 October 2011, Ver. 0.83
Changed:  Installer will prompt before replacing Comskip.exe file and will only replace 
MediaInfo.exe and MediaInfo.dll if the installer version is newer.  This is to facilitate the use of 
newer or different versions of these files.
Fixed:  If Temp(QSF) folder was a sub-folder of the Monitor folder, the file path in .vprj files 
created by VAP for manual review of cuts was corrupted.
Enhanced:  The log file size is monitored and when it exceeds 100kB the current file is 
renamed with a date/time string (yyyy-MM-dd-hh-mm-ss) in the name and a new log file is 
started.

23 October 2011, Ver. 0.84
Changed:  With -forceWTV command-line argument, VAP uses WTV container for Temp(QSF) 
file for QSF/Adscan proces flow.  VAP detects whether the input WTV contains MPEG2 or 
H.264 and uses the same codec for the Temp(QSF) temp file.  VRD will flow the metadata 
through from input to WTV output.  The output WTV will also use the same codec as found in 
the input, as before.
Fixed: Bug that (rarely) prevented a Match-string profile from being used.
Fixed:  Small logic and message errors in theTVDB search that could (1) log a meaningless 
error message and (2) log success when it actually failed.
Enhanced: For files that have been ad-scanned and are in the “AWAITING CUTS” status, a 
“Delete” button appears in the selected-file panel.  Clicking this button will delete all the files 
associated with the input file and delete the input file.  The button will operate even when VAP 
processing is active, PROVIDED it is not processing (i.e., saving with manual cuts) the selected 
file.  The “Reset” button will delete all the associated files, except the input file.  Appropriate 
info and error messages are logged.

25 October 2011, Ver. 0.85
Fixed:  Changes entered for input file name metadata parsing templates and translations (in 
advanced configuration) are immediately registered with the process that detects files and 
obtains metadata (instead of only when processing was started).
Enhanced:  Instructions for input file name metadata parsing template entry clarified to make 
clear that the file extension should not be included as part of the template string.



30 October 2011, Ver. 0.86
Enhanced: The Delete button is available for all files except those being tranferred or queued 
for transfer.  It will not function if the selected file is being processed.  It will delete the input 
file and clean up other files in the TempQSF folder  associated with processing the file, and any 
vprj file (in the output folder) for files in the AWAITING CUTS status.  The Reset button 
performs the same clean up except it doesn't delete the input file.  The Delete button does not 
delete output video files for files that are in COMPLETED status.

5 November 2011, Ver. 0.87
Enhanced:  If theTVDB.com metadata search succeeds, the TiVo-compatible seriesId number 
is generated by converting the zap2it ID number obtained from theTVDB.com.  If you are 
generating pyTivo metadata files (-metapytivo command-line argument), the seriesId tag will be 
given this value.  This number is used for grouping of files pulled to the TiVo.  The only other 
way this number previously was available was from the metadata of an input .tivo file.

9 November 2011, Ver. 0.88
Enhanced: Added log messages telling what Output Profile is being used for each VRD 
encoding operation (TVS4 only).

18 November 2011, Ver. 0.89
Fixed:  For theTVDB.com metadata searches,  if ill-formed XML is returned VAP doesn't 
declare a failed connection (forcing a five minute wait) but just logs an appropriate error 
message and processes the file without the TVDB data.   (A retry is not going to fix this 
problem.)
Enhanced:  Added .mkv extension as possible result to internal function that gets the 
appropriate extension based on an output profile selection.
Fixed:  On unitial startup of new (not previously configured) VAP, an exception occurred.  This 
has been in there starting with Ver. 0.78 so I'm surprised no one reported it.  If you clicked to 
“Continue” in the exception message dialog, VAP continued with no ill effects.
Fixed:  QSF output file name could be improperly formed for cases using match-string-selected 
Output Profiles 

27 December 2011, Ver. 0.90
Fixed:  Match-string profiles were ignored for certain conditions involving WTV files.
Fixed:  Match-string profiles for WTV files were always ignored when the -forceWTV 
command-line option was used.
Fixed:  On initial startup, the URL for theTVDB.com could be an empty string, causing failures 
of theTVDB.com connection.
Fixed:  Errors that could occur running wtvconverter.exe were not trapped.
Changed:  For all combinations involving either WTV or DVRMS files for both input and 
output, the metadata is now read from the input file and copied into the output file, using the 
Toub code, rather than relying only on VRD pass-through.  Also, the WM/WMRVRequestID tag 
is set to zero in the output file in an attempt to force WMC to refresh metadata.
Changed:  VAP startup location for upper left corner of window is fixed at 10 pixels from left 
screen edge and 10 pixels down from top edge.

20 January 2012, Ver. 0.91
Enhanced:  Metadata searches for TV series programs using theTVDB.com can use the season 
number and episode number (plus the series name) as search keys.   The season and ep numbers 
(and series name) might be obtained from the input file name using an input parsing template, 
or they might also be read from a .tivo, .mp4, .m4v, .dvr-ms or .wtv file.  VAP will try using 



Series Name and Episode Title first, if available.  Then it will try Series Name and Original Air 
Date, if available.  Then it will try the Series Name and Season/Episode number search.
Changed:  For WTV and DVRMS input files, VAP reads the WM/MediaStationName metadata 
tag value.  If this value is an empty string, it reads the WM/MediaStationCallSign value.  When 
writing metadata to a WTV or DVRMS output file, VAP inserts the value read from the input 
file into both tag slots.  Note that  WM/MediaStationName is an expanded version of 
WM/MediaStationCallSign.
Fixed:  The call sign metadata item property name output to BTV xml metadata files is now 
“StationCallSign” instead of the incorrect “CallSign”.
Enhanced:  The “Channel” property (channel number string) has been added to the BTV xml 
metadata file.

1 February 2012, Ver. 0.92
Fixed:  Input file name parsing did not properly handle repeated characters such as dashes ('-') in 
the file name.

3 February 2012, Ver. 0.93
Fixed: theTVDB.com search did not properly handle original air dates parsed from input file 
names in the form yyyyMMdd.

6 February 2012, Ver. 0.94
Fixed:  The Original Air Date from theTVDB.com metadata results is now inserted as the 
WM/MediaOriginalBroadcastDateTime item in WTV or DVRMS output file metadata.
Fixed:  WM/MediaNetworkAffiliation tag value is now inserted in WTV or DVRMS output file 
metadata.
Enhanced:  The free version of ComSkip installed with VAP is upgraded to 80_042.
Enhanced:  Logic for applying metadata translations was made more robust to eliminate some 
spurious substitutions that could occur in a few cases.
Changed:  If Comskip ad scans are configured, VAP attempts to use Comskip on all file types 
instead of defaulting to VRD Ad Detective for files other than MPEG2 PS or TS, and DVR-MS. 
If the  “donor” version of ComSkip.exe has not be purchased and installed in the Comskip 
subfolder of the VAP installation folder system (replacing the free version  supplied by the VAP 
installer), attempting to use ComSkip on files other than those mentioned will result in Comskip 
failures with unpredictable VAP results.
Enhanced:  The tooltip messages for several check boxes in the Default Configuration panel 
were enhanced to include a warning about possible Comskip failures if not using the “donor” 
version, and to clarify the functioning and relationship of the Do Ad Scan and Use Comskip 
Adscans check boxes.

9 February 2012, Ver. 0.95
Enhanced:  Improved handling of  insertion of Wm/MediaOriginalRunTime and Duration 
metadata items in DVRMS and WTV output files.
Fixed:  (month},(day} and {year} metadata tag values were not inserted in output file and folder 
meta-naming.

21 February 2012, Ver. 0.96
Enhanced: Black command windows no longer pop up when VAP runs several command-line 
programs such as MediaInfo, Comskip and AtomicParsley.  The progress bar shows activity 
when Comskip is running, although not the actual percent completion.
Changed:  In meta-renamed folders and files the colon (which is not allowed by Windows) is 
now replaced by a space rather than by a semi-colon.



Enhanced:  Added meta-renamed output files/folders for movies.
Changed:  Meta-based output folder renaming fails and reverts to the configured output folder 
if any meta item required for renaming is missing.  File-renaming inserts an empty string  for 
missing items.  Diagnostics messages are logged in either case.
Enhanced:  Additional tweeks in Windows Media metadata handling.
Enhanced:  A ten-second delay is added between VAP launch and reading VRD Output Profiles 
using the VRD COM object, when using the -hotstart command-line option.  Without this, VAP 
could fail because the COM object was not ready for use if VAP was run via the startup folder.
Enhanced:  Translation string substitutions for Series and Episode Titles was made much more 
robust.  Multiple translations can be applied and the result will not depend on the order of the 
translation pairs in the table.  (“Other”  tab of Advanced Configuration).
Enhanced:  VAP detects whether the Comskip.exe file being used is the “donor” or “Early 
Access” version.  If it isn't,  Ad Scans will revert to VRD's Ad Detective for all but .mpg, .dvr-
ms, and .ts inputs, even it Use Comskip for Adscan is checked in default settings.

2 March 2012, Ver. 0.97
Enhanced:  The progress bar during Comskp processing now reflects the actual % completion 
reported by Comskip.

14 March 2012, Ver. 0.98
Enhanced:  Added log entry showing the output file name as produced by metadata-based 
renaming.
Enhanced:  Changed status from AWAITING CUTS to CUTS REVIEWED for files that have 
had cuts reviewed , and color-highlighted file names in Monitored Files list for files waiting to 
have cuts reviewed.
Enhanced:  For files being processed with QSF only, introduced “Smart” QSF, which prevents 
recodes that could result in H.264 output videos larger than the MPEG2 input video.  This works 
only for TVS4 builds 634 and beyond.  VAP automatically disables the feature if not supported 
by the VRD version.
Enhanced:  Added a “null” process flow, i.e., neither QSF nor AdScan/Comskip are performed 
if neither operation is checked.  The input file is simply copied to the output folder with 
metadata-based renaming of file and output folder, if configured.  If post-processing is 
configured the VAPpostProcess script file is run.
Fixed:  The “Delete” key did not cause the input file to be sent to the Recycle Bin when deletes 
were so configured in the “Other” tab of Advanced Configuration.

19 March 2012, Ver. 0.99
Fixed:  AdScan step in two-step process flow failed and aborted for some input file types.
Fixed:  VRD COM call to get VRD Build number would fail, especially using -hotstart.  Up to 2 
retries are now attempted at 20 second intervals.
Fixed:  Function to get XML file info (e.g., video encoder of input file) failed and locked up. 
More error trapping and more error messages were added.

21 March 2012, Ver. 1.00
Enhanced:  For TVS4 only, Match-string based profiles have been expanded to control process 
flow, with checkboxes for QSF, AdScan and DoPostProcess.  The configured process flow will 
be applied when input files are first detected and when a file is reset.  Files already detected 
before this change are not affected unless a reset is performed on them.  When new profiles are 
entered on the “Profile Match Strings” tab of Advanced Configuration, the current default 
process flow settings are automatically set until edited.  Prior existing match-string profiles are 
automatically completed to the new type using the current default process flow settings.  The 



Profile and Extension entries must be set, even though they will not be used if process flow 
includes neither QSF nor AdScan (i.e., for “null” process flow – which may include post-
processing).
Fixed:  Log messages generated by file/folder renaming were sometimes delayed in a confusing 
manner.
Fixed:  Wrong video file extension used sometimes in pyTiVo metadata file names.
Changed:  Added SetQuietMode(true) in VBScript getVrdVersion.vbs.

30 March 2012, Ver. 1.01
Changed:  Metadata item “Album” inserted into .mp4 and .m4v files is now Series Name, ##, 
where ## is the season number.
Changed:  On first starting a newly configured VAP,  files already present in the Monitored 
folder are set to Blocked.
Enhanced:  When stalled files are retried, QSF is automatically inserted into the process flow. 
This overrides both default and match-string based process flow settings.
Enhanced:  Clean up after operator aborts or VRD errors is improved.
Enhanced:  VAP will run in “Output-to-Monitored-Folder” mode when launched with 
command-line option “-otm”.   In this mode:
1. All output videos automatically go into the Monitored folder.  They can be meta-renamed 
with the usual templates, but if they are not renamed, they replace the original input file.
2. Whether output files are meta-renamed or not, the original input file will be deleted – or 
moved if that is configured.   Deleted files will go to the Recycle Bin if that option is checked in 
the “Other” tab of Advanced Configuration.
3. If the path portion is included in a renaming template, it will be ignored.
4. The “null” process flow (no QSF and no AdScan) does nothing.
5. During processing the output file is temporarily named as <outputFile>.<ext>.tmp (so it 
can coexist with the input file if meta-renaming is not in effect.
6. VAP post-process scripts will run but they must be located in the Monitored folder.
7. Newly processed output files (in the Monitored folder) will appear in the Monitored folder 
list with COMPLETED status so they will not re-process unless they are reset.

22 April 2012, Ver. 1.02
Fixed:  Default output extension of WMV Output Profiles was set to “.xxx” instead of “.wmv”
Enhanced:  VRD COM function is called to read input file encoding (H.264 or MPEG2) when 
new WTV input files are detected.  The previous method sometimes gave incorrect results.
Fixed:  Drax (.drx) and Atomic Parsley options (.apo) output files were missing the appended 
(##) when the associated output video file included it.
Fixed:  Stalled File handling needed cleanup, including preventing build up of dead stalled file 
elements in the VideoFileManager.xml file.
Enhanced:  Reduced UI freezes that could occur when detecting large numbers of new input 
files discovered simultaneously in Monitored folder.

30 May 2012, Ver. 1.03
Fixed:  When running QSF then ComSkip ad scan for a .ts file containing MPEG2 video, VAP 
would expect the QSF'ed file to have the .mpg extension instead of the correct, .ts, extension, 
thus causing an input file not found error for the ComSkip run.
Fixed:  Input file name parsing gave incorrect results.  For example for an input file name of 
“CSI Miami – Dead Ringer” and a parsing template of “{title} – {eptitle}”, the episode title was 
parsed as “De”, thus causing the TVDB metadata lookup to fail. 

6 June 2012, Ver. 1.04



Changed:  In metadata-based output file renaming, if a meta item required for the rename is not 
available, the file is not renamed.  (Metadata-based output folders continue to revert to the 
configured Output Folder when required meta items are missing.)

19 June 2012, Ver. 1.05
Changed:  Time Out for theTVDB.com metadata search web responses now defaults to 45 secs 
instead of 10 secs.  It seems theTVDB.com has had some slow response problems lately.
Enhanced:   “Critical Items” for metadata-based file renaming.   Meta items in the renaming 
template are designated as critical by capitalizing the first letter of the template tag, e.g.,  {Title} 
instead of {title}.   If any critical meta item value is missing, the file is not renamed.  Missing 
non-critical items are substituted as empty strings (if the file is renamed).
Folder renaming behavior is not changed.  It has always acted as if every meta item was critical, 
i.e., if any meta item specified in the folder portion of the template is missing, the output folder 
reverts to the configured Output Folder.

22 July 2012, Ver. 1.06
Fixed:  Sometimes with 2-step process flow (QSF, then AdScan) VAP would be looking for the 
wrong input file extension for the QSF'ed file in the Temp(QSF) folder.
Enhanced:  Custom Comskip command-line (CL) arguments (which means a customized 
comskip.ini file can be specified).  Each instance of VAP has an ID number based on its 
-config:# CL arg.  VAP looks for a text file named comskipArgs#.txt in the comskip subfolder 
and if it exists the text is added to the CL args when VAP calls comskip.
Usage notes:
1.  If the VAP instance doesn't use the -config:# CL arg, the text file that is looked for is 
"comskipArgs.txt".
2.  Leading and trailing spaces in the comskip args text string are optional.  VAP will insert 
spaces as necessary.
3.  The --videoredo comskip arg will always be the first arg.  It is inserted by VAP and should 
NOT be in the comskipArgs#.txt file.
4.  Arguments such as file/folder paths should be enclosed in double quotes (").
5. The comskip args should all be on one line.

24 August 2012, Ver. 1.07
Enhanced:  Added command-line argument -hotStartMax.  Causes same action as -hotStart 
except the VAP form remains maximized.  Reminder:  Command-line args are NOT case-
sensitive.
Enhanced:   (To reduce overall disk space usage)  For a two-step process flow (QSF then 
AdScan) that waits for manual review of commercial cuts (i.e., Auto Cut After Ad Scans is NOT 
checked),  if VAP is configured to delete or move input files, this will occur as soon as the 
QSF'ed file has been ad-scanned.  The input file remains on the Monitored File list until 
processing is completed or the file is reset or is deleted using the "Delete" button.
This does not apply if "output to monitor folder" is active (-otm CL argument).
Note that once the input file is gone from the monitor folder the following actions are affected:

1.  Reset cannot restart processing of the file.  Just delete the item when prompted and 
manually move the input file back into the monitor folder if possible.
2.  Stall and failure retries will not occur if the problem occurs while performing the "Saving 
with cuts" phase, since they involve moving the input file to another folder.

Note that there is no significant space-saving advantage to earlier deletion of input files for other 
process flows.



Enhanced:  When a video reaches the AWAITING CUTS status, and no other videos are 
waiting to be processed , and none are being transferred into the Monitored folder,  VAP 
maximizes to serve as an alert that it is idle and video(s) are ready for manual review in VRD. 
The VAP form appears behind all other forms.  (Obviously doesn't apply if the form is already 
maximized.)

28 September 2012, Ver. 1.08
Enhanced:  A fourth argument is now sent to VAPPostprocess.cmd ( or .bat) files.  It is the input 
video width as a string enclosed in double-quotes (e.g., “1020”).  If VAP was unable to 
determine the width, it is “NA”.   For now this is done to accommodate one user who wants to 
select different HandBrake options depending on the width and file extension.  A VAP subforum 
post of this date contains sample batch commands illustrating how to use this.  This concept can 
be expanded upon for other similar needs, since VAP has access to the input file parameters read 
via a VRD COM function.

3 January 2013, Ver. 1.09
Enhanced:  Added command-line option  -noTips which suppresses the tooltips that appear 
when the mouse hovers above a control.  The tips were causing problems when VAP is run under 
Parallels on a Mac.
Fixed:  Log statements sent from VAPpostProcess scripts back to VAP, using
     echo <text> >> VapLog.txt
did not work if the script was located in a meta-based output folder.
Enhanced:  VAPpostProcess scripts will either start minimized or run hidden depending on the 
setting of a new checkbox, “Run Post-process in hidden window”, on the “Other” tab of 
Advanced Configuration.  This was done in hopes of minimizing focus-stealing issues.  Don't 
run hidden if there is any need for operator inputs, e.g., pause statements for debugging.

14 January 2013, Ver. 1.10
Enhanced:  Added user-defined meta-tag,  {wildcard}.  This tag can only be populated by 
(successfully) using it in an Input Filename Parsing template.
Enhanced:  Added ability to disable stall detection via checkbox labeled “Disable stall 
detection” on the “Other” tab of  Advanced Configuration.

22 February 2013, Ver. 1.11
Enhanced:  Profile Match Strings can optionally use video width and/or height as part (or all) of 
the matching criteria to determine what Output Profile to use for inputs that match.
Usage:
You must have "MediaInfo" selected at the bottom of the "Dimension Filters" tab of Advanced 
Configuration.  The syntax for entering a match string on the "Profile Match Strings" tab of 
Advanced Configuration is modified.  You can optionally specify video width and/or height in 
square brackets at the beginning of the match string.
Examples:
[height = 480, width = 644] office
[width = 480] big bang
white collar
[width = 1280]
The logic is "AND", i.e., all items present (width, height or match string) must be matched.  The 
last example matches any file with a width = 1280.  Spaces do not matter anywhere except 
within the matching string, e.g. the space within "big bang" in the second example.  The order of 
width and height does not matter.



The new logic will be applied when an input file is first detected in the monitored folder.  If you 
want to test this new feature with a file already in the monitored folder, you must check 
"Regenerate file metadata on reset button click" on the "Other Tab" of Advanced Configuration, 
select the file to be tested in the "Monitored Files" list, and click the "Reset" button.

If MediaInfo fails to find a width or height value for a file, any match that specifies the missing 
value will fail.  Matches are tried in the order listed in the Profile Match Strings tab.  The first 
match found governs the result.  Thus matches that are subsets of other matches should be 
placed lower in the list.

1 March 2013, Ver. 1.12
Fixed:  Bug that caused VAP crash just before starting QSF if input and output file types were 
both .wtv and process flow was QSF followed by AdScan.

5 April 2013, Ver. 1.13
Enhanced:  You can specify a thumbnails folder different from the default folder by adding a 
line in the <ConfigurationItems> section of VideoFileManager.xml as per the following 
example:
<ThumbnailFolder>C:\Users\Dave\AppData\Roaming\VAP\thumbnails\</ThumbnailFolder>
If this line is not present, VAP uses the default folder.
Fixed:  A VAP function that uses a VRD COM function call to find video Codec and Width was 
failing.

5 June 2013, Ver. 1.14
Enhanced: To prevent failed attempts to process DRM-protected WTV files, VAP checks the 
value of Windows metadata tag WM/WMRVContentProtectedPercent when a monitored file is 
first detected and sets the file to “blocked” status if the value is greater than zero.  The operator 
can unblock the file manually if processing is to be attempted.
Enhanced:  Different thumbnail images for different TV series seasons can be used when 
outputting .mp4 or .m4v files.  Season-specific thumbnail image files should be placed in the 
same folder as regular thumbnail files but the file name has “S<##>” appended, for example:
Warehouse_13_thumbnail_S02.jpg.
Enhanced:  Metadata in.mp4 and .m4v output files now includes the –tracknum, which is set to 
the episode number (if available).  This for improved compatibility with the iOS Video app on 
iPhones and iPads, which is reported to use tracknum for the episode number.

16 March 2014, Ver. 1.15
Enhanced:  You can configure a list of wildcard strings to filter input files.  See the “Input File 
Filters” tab in the Advanced Configuration screen.  This tab also contains the File-Ignore match 
string list and replaces the tab called “File Ignore”.
Enhanced:  The tooltip when hovering mouse over  the “Do Post-process” check box in 
“Settings For Selected File” now hints that the default setting is on the “Other” tab of Advanced 
Configuration. 

20 March 2014, Ver. 1.16
Fixed:  Cleaned up text at top of Input File Filters tab on Advanced Configuration form.
Fixed:  Logic to detect whether comskip version was Early Access (donator) was no longer 
valid.

24 April 2014, Ver. 1.17



Fixed:  Text invisible (same color as background) on some Advanced Configuration tabs when 
using “Classic” desktop theme.

2 June 2014. Ver. 1.18
Fixed:  VAP looked for wrong file extension for tempQSF file when process flow was 
QSF+AdScan, input file type was mpeg2 .ts and output type was mpeg2 .mpg.
Enhanced:  Added three additional “wild card” meta tags, {wildcard2}, {wildcard3} and 
{wildcard4} for use in input file parsing templates.

30 September 2014, Ver. 1.19
Enhanced:  Now compatible with all versions of VRD (including TVS5).  Automatically detects 
the latest installed version that has COM functions activated (may require running VRD once 
“As Administrator”).  However, Comskip use is disabled if TVS5 is used, pending changes by 
the Comskip author to enable TVS5-compatible project file creation by VAP.  If disabled for this 
reason, a message to this effect is logged at the start of the ad scan process and VRD AdScan is 
used..
Fixed:  Log message upon completion of ad scan didn't say whether it was VRD or Comskip.
Enhanced:  Added command-line option -forceComskipDonator which overrides normal 
donator version detection, which sometimes fails for unknown reasons.  Obviously the user is 
responsible for ensuring the donator version is actually present.  Also, three tries of the detection 
routine were added at 20 second intervals to make it more reliable.

14 October 2014, Ver. 1.20
Enhanced:  Comskip now can be used with all VRD versions (including V5 Beta), provided 
Comskip Version 0.81.066 or later is used.  Free Comskip 0.81.066 is distributed with this VAP 
version.  If using VRD V5 Beta, and using an earlier version of Comskip, VAP will log an 
appropriate message and default to using VRD Ad Detective instead of Comskip

26 October 2014, Ver. 1.21
Fixed:  On initial cold startup VAP could appear to fail to complete transfer of video input files 
already present in the monitored folder..

16 December 2014, Ver. 1.22
     Fixed: AdDetective AdScans with TVS5 were defining scene markers but no cuts.

3 February 2015, Ver. 1.23
     Fixed:  Ampersand ('&') in title name caused theTVDB.com metadata searches to fail.

Enhanced:  Augmented VRD process stall detection.  If a VRD COM process reports less than 
2% progress for a 2 minute interval, the file is declared stalled.  (This is in addtion to the 
condition requiring a minimum CPU time usage.)

15 May 2015, Ver. 1.24
Fixed:  VRD process stall detection algorithm was too sensitive.  Stalls will now be declared if 
less than 1% progress is made over a 6 minute period, i.e., the VRD process would take more 
than 10 hrs to complete.
Enhanced:  Additional arguments are passed to the VAPpostProcess script:  Arguments are:
   Bare output file name (“bare” means no path or extension included)
   Bare input file name
   Output Folder (may be meta-renamed from basic configured folder)
   Video width
   Output Extension



   Output file size
   OAD month
   OAD day
   OAD year
Enhanced:  Can use muliple Comskip ini files, designated by index number (1,2, 3 etc.) in 
“Cmskp#” column of Profile Match String entries on “Profile Match Strings” tab of Advanced 
Configuration form.  Index selects custom .ini file named comskip<#>.ini.  If index is blank or 
zero, the default comskip.ini file is used.
Enhanced:  Can unpack camel-formatted titles in input file names during input file metadata 
parsing (bottom section of “MetaData Templates” tab of Advanced Configuration form). 
Example:  If {title} selects “FreshOffTheBoat”, it will be camel-upacked to “Fresh Off The 
Boat”.  To invoke camel unpacking, just prepend '#' to the parsing template, e.g.,: “#{title}-
S{seasonnum}E{epnum}-{eptitle}-”

18 August 2015, Ver. 1.25
Fixed:  OAD from WTV/DVRMS metadata incorrect because lacking time zone correction.
Enhanced:  Added {movieyear} metadata template tag for input-file-name metadata parsing 
and use in output folder/file renaming.
Enhanced:  When using Comskip with TVS5, ampersands ('&') in input file name element of 
Comskip-generated .vprj file are escaped to &amp; required by TVS5.
Enhanced:  Checkbox option added to “Other” tab of Advanced Configuration page to cause 
“and” to be substituted for '&' in output folder and file renaming.
Enhanced:  Optional Pushover notifications (see pushover.net).  Sends notifications to your 
mobile device(s) when VAP completes processing a file, or when commercial cuts are ready for 
review.   See “Pushover” tab on Advanced Configuration page for setup and more info.

24 September 2015, Ver. 1.26
Enhanced:  Improved ability to properly classify WTV or DVRMS files as movies.
Enhanced:  Added entry box for TiVo Media Access Key (MAK) on the Advanced 
Configuration form, “Other” tab, to allow reading metadata from .TiVo files on systems where 
VAP is unable to automatically get the MAK (which is the default).

16 December 2015, Ver. 1.27
Changed: When using Comskip with TV Suite 4, Type 3 project (.vprj) file output is specified.
Changed: Search order in theTVDB.com searches.  Now searches by OAD first.  Ep title is    

next.  Season/Ep is last.
Enhanced:  theTVDB.com search by OAD fails if two episodes are found with same OAD.  

Message to that effect is logged.
Enhanced:  Handling of web exceptions during theTVDB.com searches.

18 June 2016, Ver. 1.28
Changed:  episodeNumber item in pyTivo .txt metadata output files is formatted SSSSEEE.
Changed:  theTVDB.com searches use their new API by default.  You can force use of the old 

API with the Command-line option: -useTvdb1 which is case-insensitive.  The older API is 
deprecated and will be shut down eventually.

Enhanced:  You can limit the number of characters used in the epTitle metadata item in forming 
meta-renamed output file names using command-line option -maxEpTitle:##, which is 
case-insensitive and where ## is the desired max length.

Enhanced:  In parsing input file names for metadata, if the month is represented by a string 
(e.g., “Nov.”) instead of the number (“11”) it will be properly matched as the number by the
{month} template tag..  (theTVDB searches require the numerical representation.)



8 August 2016, Ver. 1.29
Fixed:  Change in build 743 (and 742?) of TVS5 required mods of QSF5.vbs and       

QSFsmart5.vbs to prevent instant QSF file-open failures.
Enhanced:  For TV series shows that have metadata, command line option -metaCSV (not case 

sensivitve) will cause CSV-formatted metadata files to be output in the same folder as the 
output processed video file..      

9 February 2017, Ver. 1.30
Fixed:  Empty data response from theTVDB.com caused crash.

24 May 2017, Ver. 1.31
  Fixed:  theTVDB.com metadata searches failed for some show titles containing '&' character.
  Enhanced:  Improved deny-standby behavior.

8 June 2017, Ver. 1.32
  Fixed: With process flow of QSF-then-AdScan and .mkv input file contained MPEG2 video, VAP 

was looking for temp file extension of .mkv instead of .ts,  thus failed with file not found 
error.

10 July 2017, Ver. 1.33
  Fixed:  Was using non-Tivo intermedate (TempQSF) file when both input and output types were . 

Tivo.  (VRD cannot create a .tivo file from an input non-tivo file.)
  Fixed:  At startup if one of the configured folders (Monitored, TempQSF or Output) is no longer 

present a descriptive message is given and VAP will do nothing until you terminate and fix 
the situration.

28 August 2017, Ver. 1.34
  Fixed:  Didn't properly detect ComSkip versions 82_xxx
  Enhanced:  Generates BTV movie files from input NextPVR xml files.
  Changed:  Distributed free ComSkip version is 82_002.

24 November 2017, Ver. 1.35
  Enhanced:  If VAP window is mostly covered by other windows, clicking the Notify Icon brings
             it to the front.  Five locations on the VAP form (4 at corners and one near the center) are
             checked to see if they are behind another window. If at least 4 are covered, the form is 
             brought to the front.

2 July 2018, Ver. 1.36
  Fixed: Year conversion exceptions in AirDate metadata parsing 
  Fixed:  Comskip could not run on some suitable files when using VRD Version 3
  Fixed:  VAP was preventing display (monitor) from sleeping after time set in Windows.  Default 
     behavior now is to allow sleep.  New Command-line option -keepDisplayOn can be used to
     invoke previous behavior if desired.

10 August 2018, Ver. 1.37
  Fixed:  When using ComSkip, file names with extended characters caused VRD loads to fail
    because UTF-8 encoding of ComSkip-created .vprj file was not properly read by VAP.

12 September 2018, Ver. 1.38
  Changed:  Behavior when -metaBTV command-line option is invoked.  See item 18 in the



    “Things to Know” section above for details.

29 September 2018, Ver. 1.39
  Fixed:  -metapytivo CL option not working for autocut cases.
  Fixed: -metabtv CL option could cause pyTivo .txt file to be produced instead of XML.
  Enhanced:  File/Folder permission errors during monitored folder scans handled with
   log messages provided.

5 November 2018, Ver. 1.40
  Fixed:  UTF-8 chars in log file.
  Enhanced: BeyondTV xml output file elements.
3 April 2019, Ver. 1.41
  Fixed: UTF8 to CP1252 conversion of Comskip .vprj files wasn't invoked for TVS4
  Fixed: Web response error in TVDB search caused infinite loop
  Enhanced:  Added -vprjOnly CL option (Outputs are VideoReDo project files, not video file)
  Enhanced: postprocess scripts work with -vprjOnly CL option invoked
  Fixed: Bogus thumbnail not present messages

=====================
CHANGE LOG FOR VAP6:
=====================

2 October 2019, Ver. 1.0B1
  First beta version released.

8 October 2019 Ver. 1.0B2
  Changed:  Distributed free ComSkip upgraded to 82_009
  Fixed:  VAP6 disappeared at startup due to missing Profiles sub-folder in app data folder

10 October 2019, Ver. 1.0B3
  Fixed:  AdScans could fail sometimes.
  Changed: Requires .NET 4.0 (was .NET 3.0)
 
 Following “changes” were just added to VAP Ver. 1.42 and were ported into VAP6:betas:
  Enhanced:  Added movie metadata searches via TMDb.com.  The keys for this search are the   
    title and movie year, which must be obtained by parsing the input file name using a suitable
    template entered in the bottom section of the “MetaData Templates” tab of the Advanced
    Configuration page.  There is a checkbox on the “Other” tab to disable these searches.
  Enhanced: Added checkbox on “Other” tab of Advanced Configuration page to “Do not put
     metadata in MP4 files with Atomic Parsley”
  Changed:  Removed checkbox on “Other” tab of Advanced Configuration that disabled TVDB
    searches if the TVDB site was not responding.
  Enhanced:  Can create “Folder.jpg” thumbnail image beside WTV movie output files, 
    controlled by checkbox on “Other” tab of Advanced Configuration.  (Obviously depends on
    TMDb movie metadata search succeeding.)

10 November 2019, Ver. 1.0B5
  Changed:  Integrated VAP and VAP6 code into one Visual Studio 2019 project, with VAP/VAP6
     selection controlled by one compiler directive – still two separate programs.   Executable
     VAP6 file is named VideoReDoAutoprocessor6.exe
  Fixed:  Non-existent output profile used for QSF of H.264 inputs if process flow was QSF plus



     AdScan

23 November 2019, Ver. 1.0B6
  Fixed:  Missing proper handling of HEVC input and output files.

22 December 2019, Ver. 1.0B8
  Enhanced:  WTV metadata pass-through added, controlled by checkbox on Other tab of
      Advanced Configuration.  Only metadata in input file is passed to output file as handled
     by TVSuite 6.  TVDB or TMDb metadata is ignored.

23 March 2020 Ver. 1.01
  Enhanced:  Reads metadata from either NextPVR or MediaPortal XML files if they exist beside 

the input file,  appropriately named.   Must use command-line option -metaBTV.   .For  
MediaPortal files, it attempts to decide whether the video is a TV episode or movie by 
looking at the EPISODENAME and parsing the movie year out of the COMMENT field.
If theTVDB and/or TMDb searches are enabled, it augments the XML data with those  
search results, but will not overwrite the XML items.

  Fixed:  Comskip Donator (Early Access) version prevented from processing .mp4 files.
  Changed:  Gets XML for “Default Settings” and “Current Settings” AdScan Profiles at start up.

8 August 2020, Ver. 1.02
  Fixed:  AdScan profile loading errors killed smart QSF
  Changed  “Current Setting” and “Default Settings” AdScan profiles removed – Use “*default”

5 December 2021, Ver. 1.03
  Enhanced:  Added XML configuration saves at several more points.
  Enhanced:  Can read metadata from PlayOn .mp4 recordings (using Atomic Parsley).

2 January 2022, Ver. 1.04
  Changed:  TV Series metadata searches now done with TMDb (the Movie Database) source.


